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A B S T R A C T

The following thesis presents three independent studies which were carried
out as part of the author’s doctoral studies in the Computational Biology
Group at the Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering at ETH
Zurich in Basel. These projects deal with the development of statistical meth-
ods for the detection of pathway dysregulations, and the processing and
analysis of next-generation sequencing data with a particular focus on the
importance of benchmarking the methods’ performances in a sustainable
way.

The first two studies are based on the fact that cancer is a heterogeneous
disease where the same phenotype can arise from different mutational
patterns and propose novel methods for the computation of pathway enrich-
ments. The first study takes a causal approach and computes edge-specific
pathway dysregulations while the second study computes global pathway
dysregulation scores while accounting for term-term relations. Both studies
include an extensive benchmark workflow which tests both the performance
on synthetic and real data sets as well as runs exploratory analyses. The
third study describes the development of a pipeline for the analysis of viral
high-throughput sequencing data and an extensive benchmark of global
haplotype reconstruction methods.

The dissertation is organized in the following way. The first chapter
provides an overview of different workflow management systems which
can be used to create reproducible benchmarking workflows, a comment
on the distinction between reproducible and sustainable data science, and
their relevance in the fields of cancer genomics as well as virology.

The second chapter presents dce, a computational method for the edge-
specific detection of pathway dysregulations using a causal framework.

The third chapter presents pareg, a regression-based method which ad-
dresses the issue of large and redundant pathway databases by incorporat-
ing term-term relations into the enrichment computation. It accomplishes
this goal by adding regularization terms to the loss function of a generalized
linear model.

The fourth chapter presents a scalable, reproducible and transparent
pipeline for the analysis of viral sequencing data as well as a benchmark of
global haplotype reconstruction methods.
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The fifth chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing its findings as well
as suggesting potential future directions.
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K U R Z FA S S U N G

Die folgende Doktorarbeit präsentiert drei unabhängige Studien, die im
Zuge des Doktorstudiums des Autors in der Computational Biology Grup-
pe im Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering der ETH Zürich
in Basel verfasst wurden. Die Projekte handeln von der Entwicklung sta-
tistischer Methoden für das Erkennen von Dysregulationen biologischer
Prozesse, und dem Prozessieren und der Analyse von Sequenzierdaten mit
einem besonderen Fokus auf der Wichtigkeit der Bewertung der Performanz
der Methoden in einer nachhaltigen Art und Weise.

Die ersten beiden Studien basieren auf der Grundlage das Krebs eine he-
terogene Krankheit ist, bei der der gleiche Phänotyp von unterschiedlichen
Mutationsmustern abstammen kann, und schlagen neuartige Methoden für
die Berechnung der Dysregulation biologischer Prozesse vor. Die erste Stu-
die verfolgt einen kausalen Ansatz und berechnet verbindungsspezifische
Prozessdysregulationen, während die zweite Studie globale Prozessdys-
regulationsstärken berechnet und dabei Zusammenhänge zwischen bio-
logischen Prozessen miteinbezieht. Beide Studien beinhalten ausführliche
Arbeitsabläufe für die Bewertung der Performanz mit sowohl synthetischen
als auch echten Datensätzen und explorative Analysen. Die dritte Studie
beschreibt die Entwicklung eines Arbeitsablaufes für die Analyse vira-
ler Sequenzierdaten und eine ausführliche Performanzbewertung globaler
Haplotyprekonstruktionsmethoden.

Diese Dissertation ist wie folgt aufgebaut. Das erste Kapitel gibt einen
Überblick über verschiedene Arbeitsablaufmanagementsysteme die genutzt
werden können um reproduzierbare Arbeitsabläufe zu erstellen, einen Kom-
mentar zu dem Unterschied zwischen reproduzierbarer und nachhaltiger
Datenwissenschaft und dessen Relevanz in den Gebieten der genomischen
Krebsforschung und Virologie.

Das zweite Kapitel präsentiert dce, eine rechnerische Methode für die Be-
stimmung verbindungsspezifischer Dysregulationen biologischer Prozesse
mit einem kausalen Rahmenkonzept.

Das dritte Kapitel präsentiert pareg, eine regressionsbasierte Methode, die
das Problem großer und redundanter Datenbanken biologischer Prozesse
adressiert, indem es Abhängigkeiten zwischen Prozessen in die Berechnung
miteinbezieht. Es erreicht dieses Ziel durch das Hinzufügen von Regula-
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risierungstermen zu der Verlustfunktion eines Verallgemeinerten linearen
Models.

Das vierte Kapitel präsentiert einen skalierbaren, reproduzierbaren und
transparenten Arbeitsablauf für die Analyse viraler Sequenzierdaten und
das Testen globaler Haplotyprekonstruktionsmethoden.

Das fünfte Kapitel schließt diese Arbeit ab, indem es die Ergebnisse
zusammenfasst und zudem mögliche, zukünftige Forschungsrichtungen
aufzeigt.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

We say that a theory is falsified only if we have
accepted basic statements which contradict it [..]. This
condition is necessary, but not sufficient; for we have
seen that non-reproducible single occurrences are of no
significance to science. [..] We shall take it as falsified
only if we discover a reproducible effect which refutes
the theory.

— Karl Popper [1]

The expansion of scientific knowledge, which in turn allows making
insightful predictions and controlling complex systems, has been in large
parts thanks to the application of the scientific method [2]. While the va-
lidity and scope of its application have been debated, it is generally seen
as highly useful and influential [3]. One crucial component of the scientific
process is the ability to reproduce previously established results. The goal
of reproducibility thus encompasses both the corroboration of previous
findings and the extension thereof. While it used to include, for example,
checking the correctness of manual computations, the advent of computers
has shifted the field towards the rigorous checking of experimental and
computational workflows [4–6]. The importance of this has been widely
demonstrated by the concerningly low reproducibility rates in a multitude
of research areas [7–11], notably including cancer research [12] or bioinfor-
matics [13] and other diverse fields such as psychology [14], climate science
[15] and quantum computing [16].

To overcome these issues, novel findings need to be reproduced and new
computational methods need to be benchmarked reliably. Most importantly,
this requires the usage of representative synthetic and real data sets as well
as the implementation of workflows which are flexible enough to accom-
modate new tools [17–19]. Both of these two factors lead to a standardized
way of presenting research findings and their eventual acceptance by the
scientific community. While the former factor is highly context-dependent
and varies between disciplines, the latter can in general be accomplished by
using an appropriate workflow management system (WMS).

The goals of this thesis are to (a) show the need to properly handle con-
founding factors when computing edge-specific pathway dysregulations,
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2 introduction

(b) to demonstrate how modeling functional pathway overlaps improves the
performance of pathway enrichment methods, (c) to underline the require-
ment of sustainable workflow development when conducting large-scale
analyses and (d) to highlight the importance of purposefully designing
benchmarking workflows when developing new bioinformatics methods.
Chapter 2 and chapter 3 deal with the development of novel statistical meth-
ods to compute pathway dysregulations typically caused by diseases. In
chapter 2 we show how a causal perspective can improve the intra-pathway
detection of dysregulations by accounting for confounding factors, and in
chapter 3 we motivate the usefulness of including term-term relations in the
statistical enrichment computation. Chapter 4 summarizes how improve-
ments in V-pipe, a workflow designed for the analysis of next generation
sequencing (NGS) data from viral pathogens, enable the analysis of hun-
dreds of thousands of SARS-CoV-2 samples and shows how it can be used
to conduct a global haplotype reconstruction benchmark. Finally, chapter 5

finishes this thesis with concluding remarks and provides potential future
directions.

The following sections give a brief introduction to the WMS used to
conduct these studies, a distinction between reproducible and sustainable
data science and their biological contexts in the fields of cancer genomics
and virology.

1.1 choosing the right workflow management system

The choice of the most appropriate WMS is not a trivial one, as plenty of
options exist [20]. One needs to balance the complexity which a flexible
WMS induces with the rigidity a simple WMS provides. Figure 1.1 shows
four workflow implementations using different WMSs.

At one end of the spectrum, WMSs such as Galaxy [21] provide a straight-
forward graphical interface in a web browser (fig. 1.1a). Due to their online
presence, they make sharing workflows an integral part of their platform.
While this approach allows end users to quickly get started, it limits the
ability of power users to customize the workflows in detail and to run them
on any architecture they desire.

WMSs such as Popper [22] remove the dedicated web interface for design-
ing workflows and replace it with a declarative format where the workflow
logic is implemented using a YAML [23] configuration file (fig. 1.1b). This
approach increases the flexibility of developing the workflow which does
not rely on visiting a website anymore, but also increases complexity by
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requiring workflow developers to learn a new configuration language and
use the command line for execution.

At the other end of the spectrum, WMSs such as SciPipe [24] are pro-
gramming language-specific libraries which provide classes and functions
for creating a workflow (fig. 1.1d). They require a full understanding of the
respective programming language and are thus difficult to use. At the same
time, they provide the highest degree of flexibility and virtually any logical
requirement can be implemented.

Somewhere in the middle of this spectrum, sharing both the flexibility of
programming language-based WMSs and relative ease-of-use of configu-
ration file-based ones, exist WMSs such as Nextflow [25] and Snakemake
[26]. They make use of a domain specific language (DSL), which is based
on a programming language but employs additional syntax features which
make developing and understanding workflows easier (fig. 1.1c). In the
case of Snakemake, this DSL is based on Python [27] which is a popular
language in general scripting tasks as well as bioinformatics and deep
learning specifically. Snakemake adds syntactical sugar which allows to
clearly define individual components of a workflow and dependencies be-
tween them. In addition, it takes care of various tasks commonly related to
workflow management, such as cluster execution, workflow modularization
and parameter exploration.

Consequently, using a WMS of this kind is usually the best idea, unless
special workflow requirements, such as, for example, the use of a specific
implementation language, need to be fulfilled.

1.2 moving beyond reproducibility

Reproducibility is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the develop-
ment of workflows which benefit not only the original creator but also the
scientific community as a whole [28]. In fact, reproducibility is only one of
three pillars needed to achieve truly sustainable data science (fig. 1.2).

Reproducibility describes the execution of a workflow and encompasses
automation, scalability and portability. Automation requires the workflow
to be runnable without involved manual interventions by the researcher. In
the best case, this should make it possible to run the workflow with the
execution of a single command which then provides all required resources,
such as, for example, databases with biological metadata or sequencing
data to be analyzed, and then runs the workflow. Scalability refers to the
ability of the workflow to run on different computer architectures, ranging
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(a) Example workflow using the web-based
WMS Galaxy from https://galaxyprojec
t.org/.

(b) Example workflow using the configuration
file-based WMS Popper from https://popp
er.readthedocs.io/en/latest/sections/c
n_workflows.html.

(c) Example workflow using the domain specific
language-based WMS Snakemake.

(d) Example workflow using the programming
language-based WMS SciPipe from https:
//scipipe.org/.

Figure 1.1: Example workflows in four different WMSs highlighting the differ-
ences between their philosophies.

https://galaxyproject.org/
https://galaxyproject.org/
https://popper.readthedocs.io/en/latest/sections/cn_workflows.html
https://popper.readthedocs.io/en/latest/sections/cn_workflows.html
https://popper.readthedocs.io/en/latest/sections/cn_workflows.html
https://scipipe.org/
https://scipipe.org/
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from Raspberry Pis over personal laptops to high-performance computing
clusters, and by doing so being able to process varying amounts of data.
This prevents locking in the workflow to a specific hardware environment.
Portability ensures that all workflow dependencies are available at precisely
defined versions during execution. This ensures that the workflow does not
suddenly start producing different results because one of its dependencies
was updated and has now slightly changed functionality.

The second pillar of sustainability is adaptability. It describes the ability
to modify an existing workflow and adapt it to new research questions.
This includes scalability and portability from the previous pillar and adds
readability as a requirement. In this context, scalability makes it possible
to process orders of magnitudes more samples and larger samples than
initially envisioned, while portability ensures that new functionality can
be easily implemented without worrying about compilation and software
compatibility issues. To modify an existing workflow, it is necessary to
understand each included component, how they depend on each other and
what side effects occur. That is, the workflow needs to be readable.

Finally, the third pillar, transparency, is related to understanding a given
workflow and also includes readability but adds traceability and docu-
mentation requirements. Traceability ensures that all parameters used to
configure the workflow, all source code used to run the analysis and all
workflow components traversed during execution are well defined and eas-
ily accessible. The existence of documentation makes sure that people not
familiar with the code are able to get an overview of its functionality while
also clearing up confusing parts for programmers who wish to understand
the workflow and its results in more detail.

While following each pillar on its own is already a worthwhile pursuit
which helps workflow development, only the joint application of all their
teachings and being aware of their interconnections makes it possible to
achieve truly sustainable data science.

Besides this taxonomy of sustainable data science, there exist other classi-
fication schemes which try to capture different aspects of how to improve
computational workflow and method development. The principles of FAIR
data, i.e., findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable data, can also be
applied to workflows [29]. For example, projects such as the Interoperable
Workflow Intermediate Representation [30] or the Common Workflow Lan-
guage [31] aim at standardizing workflow descriptions and thus improving
findability and interoperability. At the same time, different definitions of
the term reproducibility exist and are often contrasted with replicability
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Figure 1.2: Hierarchical model of sustainable workflow development and data
science from figure 1 in [28]. Red lines connect concepts related to
workflow execution, green lines concepts related to workflow modi-
fication and blue lines concepts related to workflow understanding.
All three are necessary to achieve sustainability in data science.

and repeatability [6]. While there exist some differences in their respective
definitions between publications, they can typically be ordered by their
degree of generality. While repeatability is the least general and usually
refers to the same researchers repeating the same experiment in order to
generate the same results, the other two terms are less consistently defined
in literature. Both reproducibility and replicability usually refer to different
researchers conducting the experiment, but replicability is often interpreted
as the more general term. For example, [32] defines both replication and re-
production as experiments which are conducted by independent researchers
while reaching the same final conclusions as the original experiment. In
their view, the two terms differ in their requirements for implementation
details, used hardware and produced raw data. According to their defini-
tion, when reproducing an experiment all these elements have to be kept
the same. When replicating an experiment however, these elements should
be different. In summary, the definition "Reproducibility is the ability of
independent investigators to draw the same conclusions from an experi-
ment by following the documentation shared by the original investigators"
proposed in [6], captures the same spirit as in the previously described
hierarchy of sustainable data science.

1.3 sustainable data science and its applications in bioin-
formatics

Chapter 2 and chapter 3 present novel statistical methods for computing
pathway dysregulations by integrating intra- and inter-pathway relations
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into the model respectively. At the same time, they provide extensive bench-
marking workflows to validate the results. In the following, we motivate
why this is important.

Cancer is a complex, genomic disease which is caused by alterations of
the genomes of cancer cells [33]. These alterations can be point mutations
of single base positions of the genome, insertions and deletions of short
stretches of DNA or copy number variations. The effects on the cancerous
cell population can be summarized as a set of hallmarks which includes
organizing principles such as resisting apoptosis and evading growth sup-
pressors [34–36]. These cell populations are highly diverse and feature a
high inter- as well as intra-patient heterogeneity: the same phenotype can
have vastly different genetic causes. One way of reducing the high dimen-
sionality of this genetic space is to consider the dysregulation of functional
groups of genes, called pathways, instead of individual mutational events
[37, 38]. This approach is called pathway enrichment analysis and promises
improved performances in survival analysis, diagnostics and treatment
design.

While this difficult biological setting in itself makes understanding can-
cer and thus improving diagnostics as well as treatment designs highly
non-trivial, the situation is exacerbated by additional factors hindering re-
producibility [12]. It starts at the lack of high quality model organisms [39]
and suboptimal experimental design [40], but continues well into the field
of computational oncology [41]. To counter this, specifically designed com-
putational resources [42], analysis guidelines [43] and collaborative cloud
environments [44] have been proposed. While they help to streamline the
overall computational analysis, individually benchmarking the employed
methods is not accomplished. In particular, the lack of reliable pathway
enrichment benchmarks has been recognized [45] and various benchmark
workflows were created [17, 46–48]. They typically combine a synthetic
study with real data sets and have difficulties with simulating truly realistic
and representative data in the former and knowing the appropriate ground
truth in the latter case.

It thus becomes clear that the robustness and reliability of pathway en-
richment methods used in contemporary computational oncology research
is not being properly validated and the field is in need of sustainable
benchmarking workflows.

Chapter 4 shows how V-pipe, a bioinformatics pipeline for the analysis
of NGS data from short viral genomes, was extended to process large
numbers of SARS-CoV-2 samples both from clinical and wastewater sources,
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as well as a benchmark of global haplotype reconstruction methods used to
estimate viral diversity. The rest of this section motivates the relevance of
these developments.

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has a
single-stranded RNA genome with 29,903 nucleotides and at least 13 open
reading frames [49]. It is the cause of the respiratory disease COVID-19

and quickly developed into a global pandemic [50]. Due to this worldwide
impact, it is crucial to track its geographical spread, infectious dynamics
and mutational progression.

An important factor influencing such related properties including disease
progression [51], transmission risk [52] and transmission heterogeneity
[53] is the inter- as well as intra-host diversity of the virus. This diversity
can be analyzed on the level of single mutations, local haplotypes which
incorporate co-occurring mutations in small windows of sequencing read-
length size and global haplotypes which cover the whole genome [54, 55].
These measures are of great relevance to public health. In principle, the
high quality reconstruction of global haplotypes would be most beneficial.
It however poses a set of challenges which still need to be overcome for it to
become truly useful. They start with issues during sample preparation and
sequencing but also include many computational challenges [56, 57]. For
example, low-frequency mutations are difficult to distinguish from technical
errors, there exists no unique solution to the reconstruction problem where
genomic regions of variable genetic diversity exist next to each other, the
true number of underlying haplotypes is generally unknown and needs to
be estimated, and events more complicated than single point mutations,
such as recombinations, are difficult to handle in current methods.

As a consequence, the analysis of viral sequencing data and estimation
of its diversity levels requires great care during sample preparation and
sequencing as well as during the subsequent computational investigation.
This can be best achieved by organizing computational workflows in a
sustainable way and properly benchmarking the included methods.
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I D E N T I F Y I N G C A N C E R PAT H WAY D Y S R E G U L AT I O N S
U S I N G D I F F E R E N T I A L C AU S A L E F F E C T S

Signaling pathways control cellular behavior. Dysregulated pathways, for
example, due to mutations that cause genes and proteins to be expressed
abnormally, can lead to diseases, such as cancer.

A novel computational approach, called Differential Causal Effects (dce),
which compares normal to cancerous cells using the statistical frame-
work of causality, is introduced. The method allows detecting individ-
ual edges in a signaling pathway that are dysregulated in cancer cells
while accounting for confounding. Hence, technical artifacts have less
influence on the results and dce is more likely to detect the true bio-
logical signals. The approach is extended to handle unobserved dense
confounding, where each latent variable, such as, for example, batch ef-
fects or cell cycle states, affects many covariates. dce outperforms com-
peting methods on synthetic data sets and on CRISPR knockout screens.
Its latent confounding adjustment properties are validated on a GTEx
dataset. Finally, in an exploratory analysis of breast cancer data from TCGA,
known and new genes involved in breast cancer progression are identi-
fied. The method dce is freely available as an R package on Bioconductor
(https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/dce.html) as well
as on https://github.com/cbg-ethz/dce. The GitHub repository also con-
tains the Snakemake workflows needed to reproduce all results presented
here.

The author’s contributions to the following manuscript were the develop-
ment of the statistical model, the implementation of the software package,
as well as the synthetic performance evaluation and exploratory analysis.
The paper is published as [58].
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12 differential causal effects

introduction

The complexity of cancer makes finding reliable diagnosis and treatment
options a difficult task. Decades of research have improved our understand-
ing of this intractable disease. However, many challenges remain due to its
high variability and context specificity, e.g., regarding tissue and cell type
[1]. Patients with common cancer types in early stages show promising
survival rates, even though rare subtypes still show low survival rates due
to different traits like a more aggressive disease progression [2–4].

It has been hypothesized that cancer diversity can at least in part be
explained by heterogeneous mutational patterns. These patterns influence
the activity of biological pathways at the cellular level [5, 6]. For example,
signaling pathways consist of several genes, which regulate certain cell
programs, such as growth or apoptosis. The programs are driven by the
causal interaction between the genes, e.g., the up-regulation of one causes
the up-regulation of another gene. The causal effect (CE) determines the
strength of this causal interaction, e.g., by increasing the expression of
gene X two-fold, the expression of its child Y increases four-fold. Thus,
X has a causal effect on Y of 2 [7]. Understanding how these causal net-
works are perturbed in tumors is necessary for prioritizing drug targets,
understanding inter-patient heterogeneity, and detecting driver mutations
[8].

Traditionally, perturbed pathways are detected by assessing whether dif-
ferentially expressed genes are members of the respective pathway more of-
ten than expected by chance. More sophisticated methods measure whether
genes belonging to a pathway are localized at certain positions of a rank-
ordered set of differentially expressed genes [9]. In such cases, a pathway
is interpreted as a simple set of genes and all topological information con-
cerning the functional interconnectivity of genes is ignored. It has been
recognized that interactions among genes can have a significant effect on
the computation of pathway enrichments. Some tools consider, for example,
gene expression correlations to account for confounding effects and control
the type I error rate while retaining good statistical power [10]. The under-
lying structure of gene interactions can thus be either estimated from the
data used for the enrichment analysis [11, 12], or obtained from existing
databases. Canonical pathway databases such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [13] can then be incorporated as prior
knowledge to guide the enrichment analysis using topological information
of gene connectivity [14–17].
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While such enrichment methods go beyond treating pathways as plain
gene sets and incorporate topological information of molecular interactions,
they often only report a global pathway dysregulation score [16]. An excep-
tion is PARADIGM, which records an inferred activity for each entity in
the pathway under consideration for a given patient sample [18]. It does,
however, not model causal effects, but only quantifies whether there is some
general association among the genes like correlation. Differential causal
effects (DCEs) on biological pathways have already been investigated in a
formal setting [19–21], where a DCE is modeled as the difference between
CEs for the same edge under two conditions. These methods infer the gene
network from observational data, which is a difficult task due to the com-
bination of typically low sample size and noise of real data. An incorrect
network can result in biased estimation of CEs and DCEs. Additionally,
none of these methods make use of the estimated DCEs to compute a
pathway enrichment score.

Here, we separate the problem of estimating the causal network and
the CEs by replacing the former with the addition of prior knowledge
in the form of biological pathways readily available in public databases
[13, 22–25]. We make use of the general concept of causal effects in order
to define differential CEs. Specifically, we estimate the CE of gene X on
gene Y in normal samples and cancer samples and define the DCE as
their difference. In particular, we compare the causal effects between two
conditions, such as a malignant tissue from a tumor and a healthy tissue, to
detect differences in the gene interactions. We propose Differential Causal
Effects (dce), a new method which computes the DCE for every edge (i.e.,
molecular interaction) of a pathway for two given conditions based on gene
expression data (fig. 2.1).

This allows us to identify pathway perturbations at the individual edge
level while controlling for confounding factors using the statistical frame-
work of causality. By including the additional covariates constructed from
the principal components of the design matrix, we also provide a method-
ological extension of our method to handle potential unobserved confound-
ing that is dense, i.e., where the confounding variable affects many (though
not necessarily all) covariates. For example, batch effects from different
experimental laboratories or cell cycle stages are not necessarily known, but
are accounted for automatically. Our approach allows for computing path-
way enrichments in order to rank all networks in large pathway databases
to identify cancer specific dysregulated pathways. In this manner, we can
detect pathways which play a prominent role in tumorigenesis and pinpoint
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A: Underlying Causal
Structure

B: Expression
Matrices

C: Pathway 
Databases

D: Prior Causal
Knowledge

F: Causal Pathway
Perturbations

wild type mutant

gene

sa
m

p
le

E: Causal Inference

Figure 2.1: A causal network of genetic interactions in a biological pathway (A)
is responsible for the observed wild type expression levels in a cell
(B: wild type). A disease can lead to perturbations of these pathways
and in turn generate altered expression levels (B: mutant). Pathway
databases such as KEGG [13], PharmGKB [23] and Panther [24] curate
genetic interaction data (C) and thus provide networks of putative
causal interactions (D). Given the observed wild type and disease
expression levels as well as the causal structure, dce fits a generalized
linear model (GLM) for each edge to estimate differential causal
effects (E). In the given example, the differential causal effect from X
on Y (solid edge) is estimated using the valid adjustment set {Z} (as
determined from the dashed edges). These differential causal effects
correspond to causal perturbations, i.e., differences in causal effects
between two conditions. For example, an increase of causal effect
strength from wild type to mutant is marked in blue, whereas the
negative differential causal effects are marked in red (the transparency
of an edge corresponds to the magnitude of the associated effect).
These features are important for diagnosis and treatment design (F).
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specific interactions in the pathway that make a large contribution to its
dysregulation and the disease phenotype.

We show that dce can recover significant DCEs and outperforms competi-
tors in simulations. In a validation on real data we apply dce to a public
CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) data
set to recover differential effects in the network. We validate the method-
ological extension for latent confounding adjustment on simulated data
and also on real data from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) project
[26]. In an exploratory study, we apply dce to breast cancer samples and
compare the DCEs among different cancer stages. We identify dysregulated
edges common across stages as well as stage-specific edges.

methods

In this section, we describe the Differential Causal Effects (dce) method. We
briefly review the causality framework and then introduce the model and
computation of DCEs, including under potential latent ’dense’ confounding.
We provide implementation details for obtaining both the estimates and
their significance levels. Then, we describe the generating mechanism for
synthetic data used throughout the paper. We explain the setup of our
Perturb-seq validation, as well as the validation of the latent confounding
adjustment on the GTEx dataset. Finally, we describe the results of the
exploratory TCGA analysis.

causality of biological pathways . First, we give a quick review
of causality in the context of biological pathways. A gene pathway can be
represented as a structural equation model (SEM) consisting of a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) G with nodes X = (Xi)

p
i=1 describing the expression of

genes, a set of directed edges E = (Ei)
m
i=1 representing the causal structure

and the structural equations ( fi)
n
i=1 describing how each variable Xi is

generated from its parents Xpa(i) in G, Xi ← fi(Xpa(i), ϵi), where (ϵi)
p
i=1 are

jointly independent noise variables. The causal interpretation of an edge
between any two nodes is as follows: changing the expression of a parent Xj
affects the expression of the child node Xi, which is propagated further to
all descendants. The parental sets are given by the edge set E. Of particular
interest are the interventional distributions for the SEM, in particular their
expectations E[Xi | do(Xj = x)], which describe how the expected value
of the variable Xi changes when we intervene and set the variable Xj to
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some fixed value x. We define the causal effect (CE) of a variable Xj on its
descendant Xi as

CE[Xi | do(Xj = x)] =
d

dx
E[Xi | do(Xj = x)]. (2.1)

This derivative equals βx if, by changing the value of Xj from x to x + ∆x,
for some small value ∆x, the value of Xi changes on average by βx · ∆x.
In the literature, the CE is often also referred to as the total causal effect,
because it quantifies the overall effect of an intervention at variable Xj on
all of its descendants. We are interested in differential causal effects (DCE)
defined as the differences between the causal effects of two conditions of
interest, such as, e.g., two different cancer stages or healthy and cancerous
samples.

linearity of the conditional mean. We model the relationship
between the mean of any gene expression Xi and its parents Xpa(i) by a
linear function:

Xi ← γ
(i)
0 + ∑

j∈pa(i)
γ
(i)
j Xj + ϵi(Xpa(i)). (2.2)

Conditionally on Xpa(i), the error term ϵi(Xpa(i)) has mean zero and vari-
ance depending on Xpa(i). A prime example is any generalized linear model

(GLM) with identity link function. The coefficients γ
(i)
j correspond to the

direct causal effects, whereas the total causal effects (2.1) measure the ag-
gregate effect over all directed paths from a certain variable Xj to Xi in
G.

Let us consider two arbitrary genes Xi and Xj in the pathway. Under the
linearity assumption (2.2), the causal effect CE[Xi | do(Xj = x)] does not
depend on x. Furthermore, this causal effect corresponds to the coefficient
β in the linear regression of Xi on Xj and an adjustment set Z = (Zk)

|Z|
k=1,

Xi = β0 + βXj +
|Z|

∑
k=1

βkZk + η. (2.3)

Here, β0 denotes the intercept and η is random noise with mean zero
[27, 28]. The adjustment set Z is a set of nodes in the pathway G which
fulfills the Back-door criterion [7]. Hence, it holds that no element of Z is a
descendant of Xj, and Z blocks every path between Xi and Xj that contains
an edge with Xj as the child. For example, the parent set Xpa(j) always
fulfills the Back-door criterion and we always use it as the adjustment set.
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If the causal effects of the gene expression Xj on the gene expression Xi

are respectively denoted as βA and βB under different conditions A and B,
then the differential causal effect (DCE) δ is obtained as the difference

δ = βB − βA. (2.4)

Given a graph G describing a biological pathway and observations of
the variables, we can compute all differential causal effects and identify
interactions between any such two variables Xj and Xi that are different
between the two conditions (fig. 2.1).

testing for significance . We can compute the DCE δ for the edge
Xj → Xi by fitting a joint model for both conditions, which also allows us
to easily compute the significance of the estimates. Let I be an indicator
random variable, which is equal to 1, if the observation comes from condi-
tion A, and 0, if it comes from condition B. The DCE δ can be computed
from all samples jointly by fitting the following linear model

Xi = (βA
0 + (βB

0 − βA
0 )I) + (βA + (βB − βA)I)Xj+

|Z|

∑
k=1

(
βA

k + (βB
k − βA

k )I
)

Zk + η (2.5)

with interaction terms I · Xj and I · Zi. The differential causal effect δ =

βB − βA can be estimated by using the coefficient estimate corresponding
to the interaction term IXj in (2.5).

Testing the significance of the estimated DCEs now corresponds to the
well-known task of testing the significance of coefficient estimates in a linear
model. However, some care is needed if the variances of the error terms
ϵi(Xpa(i)) in our structural equations (2.2) indeed depend on the values of
the predictors Xpa(i), i.e., if there is a certain mean-variance relationship for
the gene expression levels, as has been described for RNA-seq data [29]. In
this case, the linear model (2.5) is heteroscedastic and the usual formulae
for standard errors of the coefficient estimates, that result in t-tests for the
significance, do not apply. We therefore use heteroscedasticity-consistent
standard errors that yield asymptotically valid confidence intervals and
p-values regardless of the dependence of the noise level on predictor values
[30–32].

Besides assessing significance of DCEs for single edges, we can also
calculate a global p-value measuring the overall dysregulation of a given
pathway G: we combine the p-values corresponding to different differential
causal effects δ = (δi)

m
i=1 by taking their harmonic mean [33].
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adjusting for latent confounding . A fundamental assumption
for most of causal inference methods is that there is no unobserved con-
founding, i.e., that there are no unmeasured factors affecting both the cause
and the effect [34, 35]. Such unobserved confounders could be, for exam-
ple, batch effects, cell cycle stages, varying laboratory conditions, different
patient demographics, etc. Although some methods exist for accounting
for measured confounding [36], unobserved confounding is much more
challenging. Presence of latent confounding can result in spurious correla-
tions and false causal conclusions. Therefore, adjusting for potential latent
confounding is crucial for making the method robust in applications to
biological data [37].

Some information about latent factors can often be obtained from the
principal components of the data [38]. This can be made rigorous under the
linearity assumption (2.2) for our structural equation model G, as follows.
We assume that there are q latent variables H1, . . . , Hq affecting our data.
We extend the model (2.2) to include the latent confounding as follows:

Xi ← γ
(i)
0 + ∑

j∈pa(i)
γ
(i)
j Xj +

q

∑
j=1

δ
(i)
j Hj + ϵi(Xpa(i), H), (2.6)

that is, the latent confounders H1, . . . , Hq are additional source nodes in the
DAG G and affect genes in the pathway linearly, analogously to (2.2). Not
every gene needs to be affected (δ(i)j could be zero), but the methodology
works better when many genes are affected, see discussion below. By writing
the structural equations (2.6) in matrix form, where we define the matrices
Γ0

ji = γ
(i)
0 , Γji = γ

(i)
j , ∆ji = δ

(i)
j and E(X, H)ji = ϵi(Xpa(i), H)j, we obtain

Xn×p ← Γ0
n×p + Xn×pΓp×p + Hn×q∆q×p + E(X, H)n×p, (2.7)

which gives

X = Γ0︸︷︷︸
intercepts

+H ∆(I − Γ)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
loadings ∈Rq×p

+ E(X, H)(I − Γ)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
random noise with mean = 0

, (2.8)

which is the standard linear factor model with heteroscedastic errors. From
this representation, one can see that H can be determined from the principal
components of X (fig. 2.2). The scree plot for a toy example visualizes the
effect of latent variables having a global effect on the data. The first principal
components are clearly separated from the rest, if latent factors are present
(fig. 2.2, left). Therefore we obtain the confounding proxies Ĥ as the scores
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Figure 2.2: The scree plot (of synthetic data generated as described in the Meth-
ods section) shows that in presence of latent confounding as in (2.6),
the first q principal components explain much more variability of the
data, which we exploit for confounding adjustment.

of the first q̂ principal components of the design matrix combining the data
from both conditions.

The confounding proxies Ĥ are then simply added to the adjustment
set Z, see equations (2.3) and (2.5). In this way, the Back-door adjustment
not only adjusts for the confounding variables observed in the DAG G as
before, but also helps reducing the bias induced by latent confounding.

The deconfounding methodology relies on the assumption that every
confounding variable affects many variables in the dataset, i.e., the con-
founding is dense [39]. This condition is to some extent necessary, because
in the case when the latent confounders affect only a few covariates, it is not
identifiable whether the resulting association between them could be causal
or is due to confounding. We emphasize that not every covariate needs to
be affected by each confounder. However, the more covariates each latent
factor Hi affects, the more information we have about it in the data and thus
the confounding proxies Ĥ capture the effect of the confounders H better.
Furthermore, the dense confounding assumption ensures that the scree plot,
showing the singular values of the design matrix, has a spiked structure,
as several latent factors can explain a relatively large proportion of the
variance (fig. 2.2). This helps estimating the number q̂ of the confounding
proxies used. As a default choice, we use a permutation method that can be
shown to work well under certain assumptions [40] and which compares
the observed value of the variance explained by the principal components
with its expected value over many random permutations of the values in
each column of gene expression matrix X.
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algorithm and implementation in r . The presented methods are
implemented in the R package dce which is freely available on Bioconductor.
The function dce::dce takes as input the structure of a biological pathway,
i.e., the adjacency matrix of a DAG, and two n× p matrices, with n samples
and p genes, storing gene expression data for each of the two conditions
respectively. As output, the function returns the estimated DCEs, as well
as standard errors and two-sided p-values for the DCE at each edge in
the pathway together with the p-value measuring the overall pathway
enrichment. The results can be easily transformed into a dataframe and
plotted for further downstream analyses.

generating synthetic data and benchmarking methods . We
assess the behavior of dce and its competitors in a controlled setting by
generating synthetic data with known DCEs (ground truth). We start by
generating a random DAG G. Without loss of generality, we assume the
nodes of the DAG to be topologically ordered, i.e., node Xi can only be
parent of node Xj, if i < j. This ensures that the network G is a DAG. In
practice, we sample edges from a binomial distribution with probability p̂
for the upper triangle of G. We further sample the coefficients γ

(i)
j for every

edge as in (2.2) from a uniform distribution U (−γmax, γmax). We generate
the data for network G in the following way. For a node Xi, we set the mean
expression count

µi = v− 1⃗ ·
(

min
i

vi − ι

)
, (2.9)

and then generate Xi ∼ Pois (µi) as a vector of counts, corresponding to
gene expression values from experiments like RNA-seq. The mean depends
on its parents in a linear fashion,

v = ∑
j∈pa(i)

γ
(i)
j Xj (2.10)

where γ
(i)
j represents the direct effect of Xj on Xi, ι > 0 is a small shift,

and 1⃗ is a vector of ones. Subtracting the minimum ensures positive values
of the mean for each data point. Then, a realization of Xi is drawn from
the Poisson distribution Pois (µi). We introduce negative binomial noise by
drawing a realization of each source node in G from the negative binomial
distribution NB (µ, θ) with a general mean µ and dispersion θ. We use
this setup to control the variance across all nodes, which can blow up for
descendants with larger means.
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After sampling the data DA for the nodes of network G under condition
A, we resample a certain fraction of edge weights in order to generate new
data DB under condition B. For a fixed edge weight βA we sample the new
edge weight uniformly such that

βB − βA ∼ U ([−δmax, −δmin] ∪ [δmin, δmax]) . (2.11)

This ensures that the absolute difference between the two edge weights lies
in [δmin, δmax].

We also simulate latent variables. They are neither included in the data
nor the network G, but have (unknown) outgoing edges to all genes in the
data set with non-zero effects. Hence, these latent variables have global
effects on the data, e.g., emulating batch effects.

We compare dce to correlation (cor), partial correlation (pcor), the method
Fast Gaussian Graphical Models (fggm) tailored to DCEs [20, 41], a differen-
tial gene expression approach (dge) and random guessing. cor is provided by
the R package stats [42]. For pcor we use the general matrix inversion from
the R package MASS [43] to compute the precision matrix. fggm is based on
partial correlation, but additionally tries to learn the network structure to
adjust for confounding effects. We use the R code provided by the authors
[20] to run fggm. For fggm we transform each gene expression count g to
log (g + 1). We use the differential expression result from edgeR [29] as
input for dge. We compute the DCE for the edge between two genes x and
y as the difference of the log foldchanges of both genes. We compute the
corresponding p-value for the same edge as the minimum of the p-values
for both genes x and y. We provide pcor with the same adjustment set of
confounding variables as dce.

We run all methods on simulated data for various modeling parameters.
The default parameters are a network G of 100 genes, 200 samples for both
sample conditions, an absolute magnitude in effect differences between the
two conditions of 1, mean of 100 negative binomial distributed counts with
a dispersion of 1 for the source genes in the network G (no parents), a true
positive rate of 50% (edges which have different effects between the two
conditions), and library size factors for each sample in the interval [1, 10].
The library size factor accounts for different sequencing depth among the
samples, i.e., for one sample including more reads because more RNA was
available even though the gene expression was the same as in samples
with less RNA. We account for different library sizes over all samples by
computing Transcripts Per Kilobase Million (TPM).

Overall we simulate a full data set of 10, 000 genes including the genes
in the network G to allow for the realistic estimation of the library size.
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As a performance measure we use the area under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC-AUC). We count the number of true/false positive and
false negative DCEs based on the edges in the ground truth network and
the significant p-values for different significance levels. Based on these
true/false positives we can compute the ROC curve and its AUC. For
both correlation methods we use a permutation test to compute empirical
p-values.

validation using perturb-seq . Perturb-seq, a CRISPR-Cas9-based
gene knockout method, can be used to inhibit the expression of multiple tar-
get genes on a single-cell level [44, 45]. The data set we analyze is a CRISPR
knockout screen with global gene expression profiles as the read-out. We
can use the known knockout information of these experiments as ground
truth information for a performance evaluation of our method. In [45], this
approach was used to systematically analyze the response of an integrated
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress response pathway to the combinatorial
knockout of the three transmembrane sensor proteins ATF6, EIF2AK3 and
ERN1. Each considered combinatorial knockout (ATF6, ATF6+EIF2AK3,
ATF6+EIF2AK3+ERN1, ATF6+ERN1, EIF2AK3, EIF2AK3+ERN1, ERN1)
was treated either with a DMSO control, tunicamycin, or thapsigargin.

We download the raw gene expression count data from NCBI GEO (ac-
cession: GSE90546). The repository provides us with a mapping of guide
and cell barcodes, and gene expression counts for all cells. We use this
information to identify gene knock-outs for each cell and to create a gene
expression count matrix of the individual cells labeled by their correspond-
ing knockouts.

We download all pathway networks from KEGG and retain those which
contain at least one of the three transmembrane sensor proteins. This results
in the pathways hsa04137, hsa04140, hsa04141, hsa04210, hsa04932, hsa05010,
hsa05016, hsa05017, hsa05160, hsa05162, hsa05168.

For each combination of the three treatments, seven (combinatorial)
knockouts and 11 pathways, we compute DCEs if the respective knocked-
out gene is contained in the respective pathway. In total, this yields 128
conditions for each of which we run our method.

We compare the performance of dce to both cor (correlation) and pcor
(partial correlation). For the two correlation methods, we estimate the sig-
nificance of whether a difference in correlation is different from zero using
a permutation test. The performance of each method is evaluated using
the area-under-curve (AUC) metric for the receiver-operating-characteristic

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE90546
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(ROC) curve. The false and true positive rates for the ROC curve are com-
puted from the p-value per edge as in the synthetic benchmark.

deconfounding validation on gtex data . From the Genotype-
Tissue Expression (GTEx) project [26], we obtain gene expression data
for the samples belonging to many different human tissue types. For any
pathway, one can use dce for comparing the expression data between two
different tissue types. This approach will detect the edges for which the
causal effects differ between the tissues. While this biological scenario is
much different to comparing perturbed and unperturbed, or normal and
tumor samples, the concept of DCEs remains the same.

In line with the rest of the paper, we choose the breast cancer pathway
(hsa05224) from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
[13] and compare mammary gland tissue with each of 29 other tissue types
that contain at least 200 samples.

An interesting feature of the available data set is that one is given 23
confounding proxies including genotyping principal components, gender of
donors and PEER (probabilistic estimation of expression residuals) factors
[46]. For the original breast cancer pathway (hsa05224), we run dce twice:
once with and once without the confounding adjustment, yielding two sets
of DCEs. Afterwards, we extend the pathway by adding the confounding
proxies as the source nodes that have no incoming edges and have outgoing
edges to all other nodes in the pathway. dce with and without confounding
adjustment is then run on the extended pathway. This again yields two sets
of DCEs. Finally, for both variants of dce (with and without confounding
adjustment), we compute Pearson correlation between the obtained p-values
for the original and the extended pathway in order to measure how well
our confounding adjustment (which does not use any information about
the confounding) is able to capture the effect of the known confounders.

exploratory analysis with tcga data . We retrieve gene expres-
sion matrices from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [47]. The rows of
these matrices are indexed by genes and the columns by samples. The
entries are from the data category Transcriptome Profiling, data type Gene
Expression Quantification, experimental strategy RNA-Seq and workflow
type HTSeq-Counts. Pathway structures in the form of adjacency matrices
are obtained from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
[13].
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Unlike the Perturb-seq dataset, data obtained from TCGA is observational
instead of interventional. We do thus not have any ground truth information
and perform an exploratory analysis. For a given cancer type, the associated
samples are first grouped into normal and tumor samples. The tumor
samples are subsequently stratified according to their stage. The clinical
data needed to stratify the samples is readily available on TCGA as metadata
for each gene expression matrix. In particular, we download all normal and
tumor gene expression samples from TCGA for breast cancer (TCGA-BRCA)
and selected all stages with a sufficient number of samples (stage I: 202
samples, stage II: 697 samples, stage III: 276 samples; normal: 113 samples).
We use the breast cancer pathway (hsa05224) from KEGG which contains
147 nodes and 509 edges. We then compute DCEs between the normal
condition and each of the three stages of the tumor condition, respectively.

results

In this section, we first show the performance of dce and its competitors on
simulated data and a CRISPR data set. Next, we evaluate the deconfounding
performance using the GTEx data set. Finally, we use dce for an exploratory
analysis of breast cancer data from TCGA and show the progression of
pathway dysregulation over different cancer stages.

Simulation study

Pathway databases contain networks of different sizes. We first investigate
the influence of network size on the ability of each method to recover ground
truth differential causal effects. dce achieves the highest ROC-AUC for all
four network sizes considered (10, 50, 100, and 150 genes). Methods which
do not account for known confounding variables perform similar to random
guessing for large networks (fig. 2.3a). However, dce also outperforms pcor
with an AUC of 0.61 versus 0.55. Variability is very high for competitors and
size ten. The methods either successfully recover all of the very few effects
or none at all. As an alternative performance assessment we also computed
precision and recall for a p-value cutoff of 0.05 (figs. 2.12 and 2.13). While
the true positive rate decreases for large networks, precision is relatively
robust, and dce avoids a high rate of false positives.

Second, we assess how the magnitude of differential causal effects affects
the identification of significant differences. We sample the magnitudes from
the set {0.1, 1, 2}. For example, for a magnitude of 1 the edge weights
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between the network of the wild type samples and the disease samples
differ by at most 1. dce has difficulty estimating large differences as well as
very small differences. However, it still significantly outperforms all other
methods, which again show similar performance to random guessing for
large effects (fig. 2.3b).

In additional simulations, dce shows increasing ROC-AUC for decreas-
ing dispersion and increasing number of samples (figs. 2.6 and 2.7) as is
expected due to decreasing noise. We found constant ROC-AUC of dce over
varying ranges of library size (fig. 2.8). Different prevalence of positive
edges has little effect on the ROC-AUC of dce (fig. 2.9). dce with latent
variable adjustment performs similarly to dce without latent variable in-
tegration if we do not simulate any latent variables. But dce significantly
outperforms dce without latent variable integration for five and ten latent
variables influencing the data set (fig. 2.10). This is because without latent
confounding adjustment one has a large number of false positives due to
the confounding bias (fig. 2.11). Sampling the effects of latent variables
from an exponential distribution with default rate 1 instead of a uniform
distribution does not result in much difference in ROC-AUC (fig. 2.14). This
shows that even if only some and not all genes in the graph are strongly
affected by the latent confounders, we can still successfully account for it.

dce relies heavily on the given network G. Hence, we investigate how well
dce performs if G contains false edges or is missing true edges. We find that
dce is robust to additional false edges in the network, but starts breaking
down if true edges are missing in larger fractions (fig. 2.15).

Validation experiments using CRISPR knockout data

To benchmark our method using real-life data generated by Perturb-seq [45],
we ask whether we can recover the CRISPR knockout from single-cell RNA-
seq data using pathways from KEGG which contain the knocked-out genes.
Hence we assume that these pathways capture the causal gene interactions
governing the response of the cell to the experimental intervention. As seen
in the synthetic benchmark, slight deviations of the observed network from
the true underlying network have no major impact on the performance of
our method (fig. 2.15). By interpreting a CRISPR knockout as an intervention
of the causal pathway, we define the positive class to consist of all edges
adjacent to a knocked-out gene, and the negative class as all other genes.
Consequently, a true positive occurs when an edge adjacent to a CRISPR
knocked-out gene is (significantly) associated to a non-zero DCE.
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Figure 2.3: Performance benchmark. dce is compared to several competitors for
varying network size (a) and effect magnitude (b) over 100 synthetic
data sets each. dce achieves the highest ROC-AUC, which decreases
for large networks G and very large or small differential effects. The
whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the minimum and maximum
of the data, the box denotes the first and third quartiles and the
horizontal line within the box describes the median.
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Figure 2.4a shows an example of this procedure for one of the conditions
described above. The CRISPR knockout gene is highlighted in red and a
positive DCE of ∼1.3 can be observed on the edge connecting ATF6 and
DDIT3. This can be seen in more detail in fig. 2.4b. As this edge is adjacent
to the knocked out gene ATF6, it is classified as a true positive for an effect
size threshold of |0.5|. Following an analogous argument, the edge from
EIF2AK3 to EIF2S1 is classified as a false positive.

We find that dce is significantly better (Wilcoxon signed-rank test [48]
p-value ≤ 10−5) at recovering the knockout effects with a median ROC-
AUC of 0.63 compared to 0.51 for cor and 0.53 for pcor (fig. 2.4c). To better
understand the variability of the performance measure, we also investigate
how performance varies when stratified by treatment and knockout gene
(fig. 2.17). For example, for the knockout gene ATF6 the ROC-AUC of dce
decreases from 0.89 for treatment 1 to 0.67 for treatment 2. This can be
explained by the higher variability of the gene expression counts under
treatment 2 (standard deviation of gene expression counts for treatment 1 is
0.88, and 0.99 for treatment 2), as the p-value estimation becomes less stable.
This pattern can also be observed for other performance shifts between
treatments. We note that cor outperforms dce for the knockout of ATF6

in treatment 2, as the permutation test is able to better account for the
variance of the expression data in this case. This is due to the fact that the
permutation test relies on fewer assumptions than the significance test in
our joint model. In all other cases, dce is either better or roughly as good
as the competing methods. We conclude that overall dce is able to better
recover the dysregulations of single as well as combinatorial knockouts
when compared to methods based on correlations.

Deconfounding validation on GTEx data

To validate the extension of our methodology for latent confounding adjust-
ment, we investigate the robustness of our estimates when the confounding
variables are latent, compared to when they are added to the pathway as
the source nodes. When the confounding adjustment, as described in the
Methods section, is used, we observe that the estimated DCEs between two
different tissue types differ much less between the original and extended
pathways (fig. 2.16).

Similarly, the resulting p-values are also much more stable, as measured
by the Pearson correlation between the negative logarithmic p-values com-
puted for the original and extended pathway (fig. 2.4d). The correlation is
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(b) Zoomed-in version of fig. 2.4a with focus
on the genes ATF6, ATF6B, NFE2L2, XBP1,
DDIT3, EIF2AK3, EIF2S1. These genes con-
stitute the neighborhood of the knocked-out
gene ATF6 and illustrate the edge classifica-
tion scheme used in the performance eval-
uation. Assume an effect size threshold of
|0.5|. The edge ATF6→DDIT3 has a DCE of
∼1.3 and is adjacent to the knocked-out gene.
Consequently, it is classified as a true pos-
itive. Both the edge EIF2AK3→EIF2S1 and
NFE2L2→DDIT3 have a DCE whose absolute
value is larger than 0.5 and are not adjacent
to the knocked-out gene. They are thus clas-
sified as false positives. All remaining edges
are classified as true negatives.
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(c) Summary of the performance of the dce, cor
and pcor methods in the form of ROC-AUCs
for the recovery of the knocked-out genes
in all considered pathways. The whiskers of
the boxplot correspond to the minimum and
maximum of the data, the box denotes the
first and third quartiles and the horizontal
line within the box describes the median. Ad-
ditionally, each data point is indicated with
a dot whose x position has been randomly
shifted to improve visibility. The method dce
shows the best performance with a ROC-
AUC of 0.63 (standard deviation (std): 0.23)
compared to 0.51 (std: 0.23) for cor and 0.53
(std: 0.22) for pcor. The significance of the
difference between the boxplots has been es-
timated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
[48].

(d) Correlation of the estimated − log10(p-value)
for the original and the extended pathway,
obtained by adding the provided confound-
ing variables as the source nodes. The p-
values are computed by the dce method with
and without confounding adjustment and
correspond to the significance of the esti-
mated DCEs between the mammary gland
tissue and 29 other tissue types. The vari-
ant of the dce with confounding adjustment
shows the best performance with average
correlation 0.73 (standard deviation (std):
0.07) compared to 0.37 (std: 0.06) for the ver-
sion without confounding adjustment. The p-
value for the difference between the boxplots
equals 6.7× 10−11 when using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [48].

Figure 2.4: Overview of the CRISPR (figs. 2.4a to 2.4c) and GTEx (fig. 2.4d)
benchmark results.
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consistently larger when using the confounding adjustment, which is im-
portant since the latent confounding in general causes many false positives
in the analysis.

Exploratory analysis of TCGA data

To demonstrate the ability of our method to recover known cancer-related
pathway dysregulations as well as to discover new genes of potential
biological and clinical relevance, we compute DCEs using breast cancer
gene expression data from TCGA on the breast cancer pathway obtained
from KEGG. The results for each stage are then visualized on the pathway
structure (figs. 2.5a to 2.5c). The raw DCE values were transformed to a
symmetric logarithm for greater visibility with the following formula

symlog(x) =


log10(x) + 1 if x > 1

−log10(−x)− 1 if x < −1

x otherwise

(2.12)

Roughly 40% of all investigated interactions (614 out of 1527) show no
difference in causal effects (|DCE| < 1 and p-value > 0.05) between normal
and stage condition for all stages. In the following, we will discuss cases
with large effect sizes and significant p-values (fig. 2.5d).

Throughout all stages, interactions between the WNT (Wingless/Int1)
and FZD (Frizzled) protein complexes exhibit significant, non-zero DCEs
indicating a strong dysregulation of the breast cancer pathway. Most no-
tably, we observe a highly significant dysregulation of WNT11→FZD1,
WNT11→FZD3 and WNT11→FZD7 in stage II (p-value < 10−20), as well
as of WNT11→FZD7 in stages I and II. Additionally, the interaction be-
tween WNT8A and FZD4 features a strongly positive DCE of ∼2000 in
all three stages. These observations are expected, because the interactions
between the WNT and FZD protein complexes have been implicated in
disease formation in general [49–51] and in breast cancer in particular [52,
53].

Interactions between the FGF (Fibroblast Growth Factor) and FGFR (Fi-
broblast Growth Factor Receptor) protein complexes show strong negative
effect sizes in all three stages (DCE < −100 for most members of these
complexes). In particular, the FGF6→FGFR1 link features negative DCEs of
−1279,−665,−1961, while the FGF8→FGFR1 link features negative DCEs
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of −402,−336,−285, in the stages I, II, III respectively. This pair has al-
ready been recognized as a promising therapeutic target for breast cancer
treatment [54].

We also find the interaction between EGFR (Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor) and PIK3CA (Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-Bisphosphate 3-Kinase
Catalytic Subunit Alpha) to be significantly (p-values < 10−14) dysregulated
with a small negative DCE of approximately −0.2 in stages I and II but not
III. EGFR→PIK3CB shows similar behavior for stage II with a DCE of −0.12
and a p-value < 10−15. While the small effect size suggests that there is
only a small dysregulation of these interactions, the dysregulation of EGFR
together with PIK3CA mutations have been recognized as independent
prognostic factors in triple negative breast cancers [55].

The interaction between DLL3 (Delta Like Canonical Notch Ligand 3)
and NOTCH4 (Notch Receptor 4) features a significant DCE of ∼140 with
p-values < 10−6 in all three stages. The Notch signaling pathway has been
shown to play an important role in Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma tumor
cells, but has not been implicated in breast cancer [56]. Our finding suggests
that stromal cells located in the breast may play an important role for
disease progression throughout all stages.

For the interaction between TCF7L2 (Transcription Factor 7 Like 2) and
CCND1 (Cyclin D1) we observe a significant negative DCE of −11.9 with a
p-value of < 10−6 in stage III. The role of TCF7L2, which participates in the
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and is important for cell development and
growth regulation, has already been discussed in the context of breast cancer
[57]. However, its interaction with CCND1 has, to the best of our knowledge,
not been investigated in the literature. Due to the down-regulation in the
diseased condition for stage III, we suggest that an improved understanding
of the underlying biological reasons might provide insights into the late-
stage behavior of breast cancer.

Overall, we are able to recover both interactions which are known to be
dysregulated in breast cancer as well as novel ones. The former indicates
that the prioritization of interactions given by dce is in accordance with cur-
rent literature. The latter suggests that dce is also able to find dysregulated
interactions which up to now have only been recognized for other diseases
but may play an important role for breast cancer.
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(d) Volcano plot of effect size on the x-axis against the
− log10(p-value) on the y-axis for all interactions
over all three stages.

Figure 2.5: DCEs for TCGA-BRCA normal samples versus stage I, stage II, and
stage III computed with the hsa05224 pathway. In (a)-(c), edge thick-
ness and opacity scale with absolute DCE size. More negative DCEs
appear red, more positive DCEs appear blue. The color follows a
symmetric logarithmic scale for values |x| ≥ 1 and is linear otherwise.
(d) shows a volcano plot for the symmetric logarithm of DCE against
its associated − log10(p-value). DCE thresholds of 1 and −1 as well
as a p-value threshold of 0.05 are denoted with grey dashed lines.
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discussion

We have presented a new method, dce, to compute differential causal effects
between two conditions using a regression approach. dce enables the edge-
specific identification of signaling pathway dysregulations. This piece of
information can help to further our understanding of subtle differences on
the molecular level in seemingly similar cancer types.

dce assumes a linear relationship among pathway genes. The linear model
is solved using network information to account for additional genes con-
founding the linear relationship between gene pairs. The network infor-
mation is included via prior knowledge from literature. dce also accounts
for latent confounders in the model, which are unknown and not included
in the gene network. They are assumed to linearly affect a large number
of measured covariates. We have successfully applied dce to normalized
gene expression counts (TPM) in all analyses. However, dce is a general
framework, which makes no strong assumption on the data and can be
applied to other data types.

We have shown in our simulations that dce is able to detect changes in
causal effects even in the presence of noise and for certain ranges of effect
sizes. For a wide array of parameter choices, dce outperforms methods using
(partial) correlation, fggm and an approach based on differential expression.
Especially in the case of latent confounders we showed that dce with the
integration of latent variables outperforms dce without, except if no latent
confounders were used to simulate the data. In this case both methods are
equally accurate. Hence, we recommend the integration of latent variables
in the model as the default configuration.

In addition to the synthetic benchmark, we have also validated our
method on real data derived from Perturb-seq experiments. We have shown
that dce is able to recover the experimental knockouts with better perfor-
mance than correlations and partial correlations.

For breast cancer, we have shown that not all parts of the signaling
pathway are perturbed and characteristic hotspots exist. Some causal effects
between two genes are invariant to stage information, while other causal
effects can vary in either magnitude or even sign of their effect size. This
indicates that certain areas of such pathways are more relevant than others.
This phenomenon has also been observed in other studies [58, 59]. Some
parts of a pathway seem to be either more conserved or just not relevant
to tumorigenesis. This provides interesting opportunities to identify drugs
which target certain parts of a pathway and might explain their efficacy.
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However, we want to stress that not all dysregulated edges will be relevant
for causing cancer, just like not all mutations are cancer-causing mutations.
Additionally, the robustness of our method depends on the availability of
enough samples. In many cases, few are available and make our approach
infeasible. While dce performs still better than random for even 10 samples,
it is significantly worse than for higher sample sizes.

In summary, we have proposed a novel application of the concept of
differential causal effects which describe the differences in causal effects
between two conditions and developed a regression approach to compute
those differences. We demonstrate their robustness in a simulation study,
and point out interesting results in application to real data, e.g., we show
that some dysregulated edges are consistent among breast cancer tumor
stages I-III, but that other dysregulations are unique to each stage.

Our simulations show the need for sufficiently large data sets when
dealing with large pathways. Additionally, dce relies on correct network
information. While very robust to incorrect edges in the network, dce’s
performance breaks down significantly when edges are missing from the
network. We have also simulated data from DAGs only and this assumption
is made throughout all analyses. In reality, biological pathways include
cycles, which could affect the result of dce. Similarly, we rely on the as-
sumption that all causal effects are propagated linearly. Other types of
causal effects could affect dce as well. That is, the expression of a gene could
depend on the expression of its parents in a non-linear fashion. The linearity
of our model might also hinder dce from reaching better performance in
case of very large or very small effect sizes.

Future research should focus on modifying the regression to adapt it to
small data sets and make it more robust, for example, by enforcing sparsity
through the introduction of L1 or L2 norms on the coefficients to avoid
outliers produced by artifacts in the data.

data availability

The code used to construct the synthetic data sets is available as part of
the R software package dce. The experimental data used in the Perturb-
seq validation is available under the accession GSE90546 from NCBI GEO.
GTEx data is publicly available through the GTEx portal. The experimental
data used in the exploratory breast cancer analysis is available under the
accession TCGA-BRCA from The Cancer Genome Atlas. The pathway

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE90546
https://gtexportal.org
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structures have been obtained from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genome.

code availability

The method dce is freely available as an R package on Bioconductor (https:
//bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/dce.html) as well
as on https://github.com/cbg-ethz/dce. The GitHub repository also
contains the Snakemake [60] workflows needed to reproduce all results
presented here.
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Figure 2.6: Dispersion. dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data
sets with varying dispersion values. Performance decreases for higher
dispersion values. The whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the
minimum and maximum of the data, the box denotes the first and
third quartiles and the horizontal line within the box describes the
median.
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Figure 2.7: Sample size. dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic
data sets with varying sample sizes for one condition. The other
conditions has a fixed sample size of 200. Performance decreases for
lower sample sizes. The whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the
minimum and maximum of the data, the box denotes the first and
third quartiles and the horizontal line within the box describes the
median.
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Figure 2.8: Library size. dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data
sets with varying library size factors. Library size has little effect on
the ROC-AUC of all methods. The whiskers of the boxplot correspond
to the minimum and maximum of the data, the box denotes the first
and third quartiles and the horizontal line within the box describes
the median.
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Figure 2.9: Prevalence. dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data
sets with varying prevalence for DCE ̸= 0. ROC-AUC decreases for
all methods and higher prevalence except for dce. The whiskers of
the boxplot correspond to the minimum and maximum of the data,
the box denotes the first and third quartiles and the horizontal line
within the box describes the median.
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Figure 2.10: Latent variables. dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic
data sets with varying numbers of latent variables. dce’s ROC-AUC
stays robust, if we account for latent variables, but drastically de-
creases, if we do not. The whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the
minimum and maximum of the data, the box denotes the first and
third quartiles and the horizontal line within the box describes the
median.
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Figure 2.11: The performance of the dce without latent confounding adjustment
(left), dce using true values of condounders (not known in practice)
and dce with the latent confounding adjustment. Null DCEs are
denoted in green, whereas the non-zero DCEs are denoted in black.
This figure uses synthetic data with 300 genes, 300 observations and
3 latent confounders. Red line in the bottom row indicates the 0.05
threshold. The performance with the deconfounding step is close to
the performance if we actually observed the latent confounders. Fur-
thermore, it avoids increased number of falsely significant findings
due to confounding bias (bottom row).
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Figure 2.12: dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data sets over
different network sizes. The accuracy measure is recall with a p-
value cutoff of 0.05.
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Figure 2.13: dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data sets over
different network sizes. The accuracy measure is precision with a
p-value cutoff of 0.05.
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Figure 2.14: dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data sets with
different distributions for effects of latent confounders. Performance
does not change if we sample the effects from an exponential in-
stead of a uniform distribution. Hence, we can account for latent
confounders whether they affect all genes in the network uniformly
or just some genes very strongly (exponential).
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Figure 2.15: dce is compared to its competitors over 100 synthetic data sets with
incorrect network information. Performance decreases for networks
with missing edges, but stays robust, if additional edges are included.
The whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the minimum and maxi-
mum of the data, the box denotes the first and third quartiles and
the horizontal line within the box describes the median.
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of estimated DCEs between the lung and mammary
gland tissues for the original and the extended pathway, computed
by the dce method with and without confounding adjustment. Cor-
relation of the DCE estimates with confounding adjustment equals
0.833, significantly better thant 0.407 without any latent confounding
adjustment.
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Figure 2.17: Summary of the performance of the dce, cor and pcor methods in the
form of ROC-AUCs for the recovery of the knocked-out genes in all
considered pathways. The performance measure has been stratified
by perturbed gene and treatment (1: DMSO control, 2: tunicamycin,
3: thapsigargin). The whiskers of the boxplot correspond to the
minimum and maximum of the data, the box denotes the first and
third quartiles and the horizontal line within the box describes the
median.
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C O H E R E N T PAT H WAY E N R I C H M E N T E S T I M AT I O N B Y
M O D E L I N G I N T E R - PAT H WAY D E P E N D E N C I E S U S I N G
R E G U L A R I Z E D R E G R E S S I O N

Gene set enrichment methods are a common tool to improve the inter-
pretability of gene lists as obtained, for example, from differential gene
expression analyses. They are based on computing whether dysregulated
genes are located in certain biological pathways more often than expected by
chance. Gene set enrichment tools rely on pre-existing pathway databases
such as KEGG, Reactome, or the Gene Ontology. These databases are in-
creasing in size and in the number of redundancies between pathways,
which complicates the statistical enrichment computation.

The following paper addresses this problem and develops a novel gene
set enrichment method, called pareg, which is based on a regularized gener-
alized linear model and directly incorporates dependencies between gene
sets related to certain biological functions, for example, due to shared
genes, in the enrichment computation. pareg is more robust to noise than
competing methods. Additionally, the ability to recover known pathways
as well as to suggest novel treatment targets in an exploratory analy-
sis using breast cancer samples from TCGA is demonstrated. pareg is
freely available as an R package on Bioconductor (https://biocondu
ctor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/pareg.html) as well as on
https://github.com/cbg-ethz/pareg. The GitHub repository also con-
tains the Snakemake workflows needed to reproduce all results presented
here.

The author’s contributions to the following manuscript were the develop-
ment of the statistical model, the implementation of the software package,
as well as the synthetic performance evaluation and exploratory analysis.
The paper is published as [59].
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introduction

The behavior of cells is governed by a complex interplay of molecules.
Their functional dynamics are organized according to biological pathways
[1]. Perturbations of pathways have been linked to certain diseases, such
as, for example, cancer [2, 3]. Biological pathways can be obtained from
pathway databases such as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG), the Gene Ontology (GO), or Reactome [4–6]. It is important to
note that pathways typically impose a structure of interactions in the form
of a network on its contained molecules. While the nodes of this network
typically correspond to genes, the edges correspond to interactions, such as
signal transductions [7]. Another way of grouping genes in a meaningful
way is to forgo the structure requirement and simply consider, for example,
functionally related genes to be part of the same gene set.

Experiments investigating, for instance, differentially expressed genes
between several conditions (e.g., wild-type versus mutant cell cultures)
often produce a long list of genes of interest which is difficult to interpret [8,
9]. A common method for aggregating these lists of potentially interesting
genes is to assess whether the genes preferentially appear in biologically
relevant pathways. This reduces the amount of information which needs
to be interpreted from individual genes to groups of genes, i.e., pathways,
following a similar function.

There are several approaches to computing whether certain genes pref-
erentially appear in certain gene sets. They can be roughly divided into
the three groups: (a) singular enrichment analysis, (b) gene set enrichment
analysis, and (c) modular enrichment analysis [10]. In a singular enrichment
analysis, a list of genes resulting from a differential expression analysis
is first partitioned into differentially expressed and not differentially ex-
pressed genes based on a threshold typically applied to effect size or p-value.
These two groups of genes are then used to compute a pathway enrichment
score individually. The gene set enrichment analysis lifts the requirement of
a pre-selection of genes and considers all input genes without partitioning
them into groups based on a threshold. Finally, the modular enrichment
analysis computes the enrichment of each gene set not in isolation but rather
by incorporating term-term relations into the statistical model. A term is a
set of genes which are all involved in the same biological process and are
thus functionally related. These term-term relations represent dependencies
between gene sets, which can arise, for example, due to shared genes. This
approach has the advantage of not requiring arbitrary thresholds to prepare
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the input genes and is able to incorporate additional biological knowledge
into the enrichment computation by imposing a structure on the gene set
database. This additional biological knowledge can help maintain high
statistical power in large, redundant gene set databases or structure the
final visual presentation of enrichment scores [10].

One of the most basic approaches to compute singular enrichments is to
use Fisher’s exact test which is based on the hypergeometric distribution
and requires a stratification of the input gene set [11]. There have been
many extensions to this initial approach, including threshold-free methods
such as the popular tool GSEA [12] which does not require an a priori
stratification of the input and LRPath which formulates the enrichment
computation as a regression [13].

Various methods have been proposed which follow the modular enrich-
ment approach. topGO [14] is tailored to the tree structure of the gene sets
provided by the Gene Ontology resource and removes local dependencies
between GO terms which leads to better performance. By relying on the
topology of a tree, it is not applicable to many other gene set sources.
Another approach is to reduce the number of pathways which are included
in the enrichment computation by removing redundant terms based on the
notion of semantic similarity [15, 16]. RedundancyMiner [17] transforms
the GO database prior to the enrichment computation by de-replicating
redundant GO categories and thus tries to reduce the amount of noise
introduced by overlapping pathways appearing in the enrichment analysis.
These approaches rely on the directed acyclic graph structure of GO terms
and cannot be generalized to other pathway databases. GENECODIS [18]
incorporates relations between pathways into the enrichment computation
by testing for the enrichment of co-occurring pathways. It can in principle
be applied to any pathway database but is only available as a web-based
tool and can thus not be easily used in automated workflows. The same lim-
itation applies to ProfCom [19] which computes the enrichment of unions,
intersections, and differences of pathways. In addition, it uses a greedy
heuristic which does not guarantee to find an optimal solution for each
case. MGSA [20] embeds all pathways in a Bayesian network and identifies
enriched pathways using probabilistic inference. It does however not allow
to explicitly model pathway relations. Finally, tools such as EnrichmentMap
[21], ClueGO [22], REVIGO [23] and GOrilla [24] compute a singular en-
richment score per pathway and subsequently visualize the result as a
network of gene set clusters based on gene overlaps. This approach can be
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applied to any gene set database but loses statistical power by executing
the enrichment analysis and term-term relation inclusion in separate steps.

While many methods exist which try to overcome the issue of large
redundant pathway databases, none of them, to the best of our knowledge,
has accomplished this goal in a simultaneously database-agnostic, flexible
and robust way. By not relying on the hierarchical structure of the Gene
Ontology it is possible to create a method which is less restricted and
can be used with other pathway databases that are more specialized to
the experiment at hand. As there are various approaches to comparing
pathways with each other, it is desirable for the enrichment algorithm to
not be hard-coded to use a single specific pathway similarity measure but
allow different ones based on the needs of the respective research question.
The noise inherent to biological experiments leads to measurements of
differential gene expression which can deviate from the underlying true
differences. Robustness to the level of noise of the input data is thus a
crucial property of pathway enrichment methods.

Here, we introduce a novel method called pareg for computing pathway
enrichments which is based on regularized regression. It follows the ideas
of GSEA as it requires no stratification of the input gene list, of MGSA
as it incorporates term-term relations in a database-agnostic way, and of
LRPath as it makes use of the flexibility of the regression approach. By
regressing the differential expression p-values of genes on their membership
to multiple gene sets while using LASSO and gene set similarity-based
regularization terms, we require no prior thresholding and incorporate term-
term relations into the enrichment computation. We show in a synthetic
benchmark that this model is more robust to noise than competing methods,
and demonstrate in an application to real data from The Cancer Genome
Atlas (TCGA) [25] that it is able to recover known pathway associations as
well as suggest novel ones.

methods

overview. The input to pareg consists of (a) a list of genes, where each
gene is associated to a single p-value obtained from a differential expression
experiment and (b) a gene set database where a gene can be part of multiple
gene sets simultaneously. pareg’s approach is general enough to support
any kind of experimental value associated to the input genes. Pathway
enrichments are then computed by regressing the differential expression p-
value vector of input genes on a binary matrix indicating gene membership
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to each gene set in the input database. The estimated coefficient vector
captures the degree of association which gene sets have with p-values of
differentially expressed genes; they can thus be regarded as an enrichment
score. To induce sparsity in the coefficient vector and thus in the selected
set of enriched pathways, we use the least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) regularization term [26]. Term-term relations are included
in the model using a network fusion penalty [27, 28].

regression approach . We use a regularized multiple linear regres-
sion model to estimate gene set enrichment scores. Suppose we want to
compute the enrichment of K pathways using N genes. Each gene gi is
associated with a p-value pi from a differential expression analysis for
i = 1, . . . , N. We then define the response vector Y to be

Y = (p1, . . . , pN)
T (3.1)

The binary regressor matrix X captures the membership information of
each gene gi, i = 1, . . . , N, in pathway tj, j = 1, . . . , K,

X =


x11 x12 · · · x1K

x21 x22 · · · x2K
...

...
. . .

...

xN1 xN2 · · · xNK

 (3.2)

with

xij =

1 if gene i is in pathway j

0 otherwise
(3.3)

In the resulting linear model Y = Xβ, the vector of coefficients β =
(β1, . . . , βK)

T is estimated using stochastic gradient descent to minimize
the objective function

β̂ = arg min
β,ϕ

(
− log(L(β, ϕ|Y, X)) + λ∥β∥1

+ ψ
K

∑
i=1

K

∑
j=1

∥∥βi − βj
∥∥2

2 gij
) (3.4)

where L(β, ϕ|Y, X) is the likelihood and G = (gij)ij ∈ (0, 1)K×K a pathway
similarity matrix, where gij describes the similarity between pathway i and
j.
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To model the p-values in the response vector, the likelihood is defined
using the beta distribution [29]

L(β, ϕ|Y, X) =
N

∏
i=1

[
Γ(p + q)
Γ(p)Γ(q)

Yp−1
i (1− Yi)

q−1
]

(3.5)

where p = µϕ and q = (1− µ)ϕ with mean 0 < µ < 1, precision parameter
ϕ > 0 and Gamma function Γ(·). The mean is then modeled as g(µ) = Xβ
where g(·) is a link function [30].

The optimal values for the regularization parameters λ (LASSO) and ψ
(network fusion) are determined using cross-validation [28], which balances
the effects of the LASSO and network fusion terms. The former term induces
a sparse coefficient vector, i.e., it reduces the number of enriched pathways
needed to explain the observed data. The latter term promotes assigning a
similar enrichment score to (functionally) similar pathways.

pathway similarity measures . The goal of adding pathway similar-
ities to the model is to group pathways in the enrichment computation. By
doing so, redundant sets of functionally related pathways jointly drive the
enrichment signal and reduce the influence of noisy measurements. Due to
the flexibility of our model, this can be any similarity measure which can
be stored as a real matrix.

As pathways are typically defined as lists of genes, the Jaccard similarity
and overlap coefficients are common choices [21]. They group pathways
which share many genes together and are thus a good measure of functional
relation [31]. The overlap coefficient is particularly suited for pathway
collections which feature a hierarchical structure.

In addition, when using the popular Gene Ontology [5] as a pathway
database, semantic similarity measures exist. These measures incorporate
the topological structure of the Gene Ontology and are better at inferring
functional relations between pathways [32–34].

presentation of enrichment results . The estimated coefficient
vector β can be ordered descendingly by absolute value such that the most
dysregulated and thus interesting pathways appear at the top of the list.
A regression coefficient β j of large absolute value corresponds to a strong
dysregulation of pathway j.

In addition, we implement a network-based visualization of the enrich-
ment result. Each node in this network corresponds to a pathway, and
edges correspond to high pathway similarities. The nodes are colored by
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the respective enrichment score of each pathway. This allows for the quick
identification of functional modules as network clusters.

Finally, the result of pareg can be transformed to a format readily under-
stood by the functional enrichment visualization R package enrichplot [35].
This enables the usage of many plotting functions, such as dot plots, tree
plots and UpSet plots, as well as immediate access to newly implemented
ones.

generation of synthetic data . The goal of the synthetic bench-
mark is to create a known set of dysregulated pathways which induces a
set of differentially expressed genes, apply several enrichment methods
(listed below) to this data set and evaluate how well each method is able
to recover the initially dysregulated pathways. Thus, each synthetic data
set consists of a list of genes with associated p-values obtained from a
simulated differential expression experiment, as well as a respective ground
truth set of pathways.

Given an existing term database D = {T1, . . . , TK} consisting of K terms
Tj = {g1, . . . , gLj}, each made up of Lj genes gi, we randomly sample a
ground truth set of activated terms DA ⊂ D. In order to model the joint
activation of functionally related pathways, we apply a similarity sampling
approach. Given a similarity matrix S with 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1 and similarity factor
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 we first uniformly sample a single term j. The next term is
then drawn according to the probability vector (1− ρ)U + ρSj where Sj is
column j of S and denotes the similarity of term j to all other terms, and
U is a vector of length |Sj| with values 1

|Sj |
. This procedure is continued by

setting j to the previously sampled term and repeated until the required
number of terms has been sampled. For ρ close to 1 this results in similar
pathways being sampled while ρ close to 0 leads to a uniformly random
sample.

Next, we model synthetic differential expression p-values for the N genes
(g1, . . . , gN) by sampling from a Beta distribution whose parameters are
determined from a linear combination of a noisy gene-term membership
matrix and a term activation vector. This mimics the real life setting where
the dysregulation of a pathway is jointly driven by the dysregulated genes
it contains.

In particular, we create the activation vector βA = (b1, . . . , bK)
T with

bk ∼

−1 if Tk ∈ DA

0 otherwise
(3.6)
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That is, we assign a non-zero coefficient to activated pathways. The gene-
term membership matrix XA is defined analogously to eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). To
model the effect of noisy measurements, we remove the association between
genes and activated terms in XA by setting a fraction of η entries to 0. Next,
we compute µ = g−1 (XAβA) where g−1 is the logistic function and set
ϕ = 1 to parametrize the Beta distribution. To create the final synthetic data
set E = (DA, {(gi, pi), . . . , (gN , pN)}), we sample the differential expression
p-value pi for gene i from B(µi, ϕ).

We run 20 replicates with 20 activated terms each and use all pathways
with sizes between 50 and 500 in the biological process subtree of the Gene
Ontology.

performance evaluation in synthetic benchmark . Due to the
strong class imbalance in the experimental setup of pathway enrichments
featuring few positives, i.e., dysregulated pathways, compared to the num-
ber of negatives, i.e., unaffected pathways, we use precision-recall (PR)
curves to evaluate the performance of each pathway enrichment method
[36, 37].

A term Tj is classified as a true positive (TP) if it is in DA and is enriched
according to a method and respective threshold. It is classified as a false
positive (FP) if it is not a member of DA but is estimated to be enriched.
Analogously, a true negative (TN) is a term which is not in DA and is
not enriched, while a false negative (FN) is a term which is in DA but
is not detected by a method. Precision is then defined as TP/(TP + FP)
and recall as TP/(TP + FN). By varying the threshold used to create the
classifications we can then readily create PR curves. To obtain a numeric
summary of a method’s performance, we compute the area under the
precision-recall curve (AUC).

real data application. We conduct an exploratory analysis using
cancer and normal samples from processed TCGA data available in the
Gene Expression Omnibus entry GSE62944 [38]. We retrieve 113 tumor and
matched normal samples for TCGA-BRCA (Breast Invasive Carcinoma).
We then use limma [39] to run a differential gene expression analysis to
compare tumor and normal samples. The obtained p-values and pathways
from the biological process subtree of the Gene Ontology are then used as
input to pareg. We use the Jaccard similarity to create a similarity matrix
for all considered pathways. As in the synthetic benchmark, we use all
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pathways with sizes between 50 and 500 in the biological process subtree
of the Gene Ontology.

results

First, we compare the performance of pareg to competing methods using
a synthetic benchmark study. Second, we conduct an exploratory analysis
using a breast cancer data set from TCGA.

Synthetic benchmark

We compare the performance of pareg to other enrichment tools using a
synthetic data set where the ground truth is known. To do so, we select a
set of activated terms and generate differential gene expression p-values
using a linear model. We vary the level of noise η used when generating
synthetic data in order to simulate different real life situations where noise
can arise from measurement errors (fig. 3.1).

In addition to pareg, we benchmark four other methods. MGSA is a
Bayesian approach which embeds pathways in a Bayesian network and
explicitly models the activation of sets of pathways [20]. It constitutes a
modular enrichment method of competitive performance to pareg which
does not depend on a particular pathway database. Fisher’s exact test
(FET) is a classical single-term enrichment method which is still commonly
used and serves as a simple alternative in the comparison [11]. topGO’s
elim algorithm incorporates the GO tree structure into the enrichment
computation and is a modular enrichment method which relies on using
the Gene Ontology [14]. The null model serves as the baseline indicating
how random guessing would perform. It assigns a random enrichment
p-value between 0 and 1 to each pathway.

We observe that pareg consistently outperforms all competing methods
over a wide range of parameter values (fig. 3.1). For varying levels of
noise η = 0, 0.25, 0.5 and similarity factor ρ = 0, 0.5, 1, pareg achieves the
highest mean areas under the precision-recall curve (PR-AUC) in all cases
(figs. 3.1a and 3.1c). pareg clearly outperforms the singular enrichment
method FET, which emphasizes that the proposed method of including
term-term relations in the enrichment computation yields an advantage
when working with large and redundant pathway databases. Out of all
other benchmarked methods, MGSA performs closest to pareg indicating
that its Bayesian model-based approach which explicitly handles term-term
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relations in a database-agnostic way is to some extent able to deal with the
clustered pathway database. topGO performs slightly worse than FET. It
explicitly uses the GO tree structure and performs successive enrichment
tests which are individually similar to FET. This approach is not able to
appropriately process the clustering structure assumed in the synthetic
benchmark which is not based on a tree.

When increasing the noise level η, we observe that FET and topGO show
a smaller decrease in performance than pareg and MGSA (fig. 3.1a). This is
in line with the observation that the precision of FET and topGO remains
nearly constant when fixing the recall (fig. 3.1b). For example, at a recall
of 80% pareg has a median precision of 94% for η = 0.25 while MGSA has
a median precision of 37%. FET and topGO have median precision values
of 12% and 5% respectively. For pareg and MGSA, most PR-AUC is lost for
large values of recall where FET and topGO show poor performance even
for small η.

When increasing the similarity factor ρ, we see that pareg remains at
roughly the same PR-AUC (fig. 3.1c) and only slightly decreases in precision
at a fixed recall level (fig. 3.1d), while MGSA shows a stronger decrease in
performance. For example, fixing recall to 80% at ρ = 0.5 yields a median
precision of 94% for pareg. MGSA, FET and topGO have median precision
values of 29%, 12% and 5% respectively. This indicates that pareg is better
able to deal with varying levels of clustering in the set of dysregulated
pathways. topGO exhibits a slight decline in performance as its tree-based
approach is not able to handle the clustering structure induced by the
Jaccard similarity measure. As FET does not incorporate term-term relations
into the enrichment computation, we observe no dependence on ρ.

Exploratory analysis of breast cancer samples

To investigate the behavior of pareg on real data, we use it to run a pathway
enrichment analysis on breast cancer (BRCA) samples from TCGA with
terms from the Gene Ontology biological process subtree. We order the
terms by their absolute enrichment level and list the top 25 results in fig. 3.2a
as well as visualize the top 50 non-isolated results in a network (fig. 3.2b).

The largest cluster of the network visualization is made up of 8 nodes
and features terms related to cell migration such as ameboidal-type cell
migration and actin filament organization. It has been recognized that cancer
cells can use amoeboid migration as their preferred migratory strategy
[40]. In particular, it has been shown that treatment via endocrine therapy
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(a) Boxplots of precision-recall areas-under-the-
curve (PR-AUC) for varying noise level η.
Individual PR curves are given in figs. 3.3
to 3.5.
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(b) Boxplots of precision values obtained when
setting recall to 0.8 in figs. 3.3 to 3.5 for vary-
ing noise level η.
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(c) Boxplots of precision-recall areas-under-the-
curve (PR-AUC) for varying similarity factor
ρ. Individual PR curves are given in figs. 3.6
to 3.8.
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(d) Boxplots of precision values obtained when
setting recall to 0.8 in figs. 3.6 to 3.8 for vary-
ing similarity factor ρ.

Figure 3.1: Summary of performance measures calculated for synthetic bench-
mark. Each point correspond to a single replicate.
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(b) Non-isolated terms of the 50 terms with
largest absolute enrichment. Nodes corre-
spond to terms and edges to Jaccard simi-
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higher the opacity of an edge the larger the
corresponding term similarity.

Figure 3.2: Summary of term enrichment results obtained for TCGA breast cancer
samples (normal versus tumor) and the biological process subtree of
the Gene Ontology.
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inhibits this kind of migration in breast cancer. Furthermore, it has been
shown that the organization of actin stree fibers promotes proliferation
of pre-invasive breast cancer cells [41]. The dysregulation of cell adhesion
dynamics has also been investigated in the literature [42] and is captured
by the enrichment of the cell-substrate adhesion and positive regulation of
cell adhesion terms. In addition, the peptidyl-tyrosine modification term is
enriched. Tyrosine acts as a key player in the initiation of proteins to focal
adhesion sites. Apart from this, the influence of tyrosine phosphatases for
many different cancer types [43] and of tyrosine kinases specifically for
breast cancer [44] has been recognized.

The second largest cluster made up of 7 nodes is thematically related to
DNA replication and conformation changes. These processes are of high
relevance to cancers in general [45] as well as breast cancer specifically
[46]. Furthermore, the importance of double-strand break repair has been
captured by the enrichment of the corresponding term [47].

A few smaller clusters remain. One cluster of three nodes contains the
terms chromosome segregation, non-membrane-bounded organelle assem-
bly and striated muscle cell differentiation. The importance of chromosomal
stability and the impact of proteins which modulate it have been high-
lighted for breast cancer [48]. Furthermore, it has been observed that breast
cancer cells exhibit non-random chromosome segregation [49]. In addition,
striated muscle cell differentiation has been linked to the metastatic po-
tential of breast cancer cells [50]. Another cluster of three nodes contains
the terms cilium movement, cilium or flagellum-dependent cell motility
and axoneme assembly. It has been shown that the expression of cilia is
downregulated in various types of cancer, including breast cancer [51]. It
furthermore has impact on the regulation of cancer development [52]. The
related enrichment of the axoneme assembly terms suggests the importance
of the assembly and organization of an axoneme. This constitutes a novel
finding and suggests further experimental investigations. The last cluster
with three nodes contains the terms T-cell receptor signaling pathway, anti-
gen receptor-mediated signaling pathway and immune response-regulating
cell surface receptor signaling pathway. Both the relevance of the T-cell re-
ceptor signaling [53] and immune response-regulating cell surface receptor
signaling term [54] has been recognized. The possibility of investigating
the antigen receptor-mediated signaling pathway for a Chimeric antigen
receptor T cell therapy has very recently been considered [55]. Finally, the
two node cluster contains the terms translational initiation and regulation of
translational initiation. The regulation of translation via changed expression
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of the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 has been observed to play a
positive role in breast cancer progression [56].

In addition to the network clusters, we also detect individually enriched
pathways (fig. 3.2a). We find the retrograde vesicle-mediated transport,
Golgi to endoplasmic reticulum term to be enriched. The potential implica-
tions of this apparatus have already been discussed [57], but have, to the
best of our knowledge, not been linked to breast cancer specifically. The
synaptic vesicle recycling term is also enriched. Its potential as a therapeutic
target has been recognized [58], however not in the context of breast cancer.
In both cases, our results suggest the novel finding that these pathways
may be especially relevant to breast cancer and that further experimental
validations in that direction would be interesting.

We also demonstrate the effectiveness of network regularization by com-
paring the enrichments to results obtained from running pareg without the
network regularization term (fig. 3.9) and from FET (fig. 3.10). In both cases,
much fewer clusters are observed, making the biological interpretation
more difficult. This indicates that employing the network regularization
term is useful for better understanding of the enrichment results.

discussion

We have developed a novel pathway enrichment method called pareg which
is based on a regularized generalized linear model. It makes use of LASSO
and network fusion penalty terms to produce a sparse and coherent list
of enriched pathways. The network fusion term incorporates a pathway
similarity network which models functional relations between pathways
and clusters pathways as part of the enrichment computation in order to
handle large and redundant pathway databases.

In a synthetic benchmark, we show that pareg is able to outperform
single-term enrichment methods such as Fisher’s exact test, a popular tool
explicitly including the GO tree in its calculations as well as a model-based
approach which embeds pathways in a Bayesian network.

In an exploratory analysis with breast cancer samples, we are able to
recover many relevant pathways already known in literature, as well as
suggest novel ones which pose interesting future targets for experimental
validation.

We note that pareg assumes that a linear combination of gene-pathway
memberships is driving the overall pathway dysregulation, an assumption
which may reduce the algorithm’s applicability in certain biological environ-
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ments, such as, for example, the interactions between genes in myocardial
infarction as measured by mRNA expression profiles [59].

Due to the flexibility of the regression approach, potential future work
could go in many directions. Instead of modeling the response variable
using a Beta distribution, one may use a beta-uniform mixture which has
been suggested for p-values [60]. As the network fusion penalty depends
on a general similarity matrix, different measures could be explored. For
example, there exist a wide range of different semantic similarity measures
which have been used to relate GO terms [34, 61–65]. Alternatively, simi-
larity measures which embed sets of genes in protein-protein interaction
networks and compare their localization have been shown to be useful for
predicting disease status; they could be another viable choice [31, 66].

Furthermore, the potential effects of other regularization terms are inter-
esting. Using an Elastic-Net term instead of LASSO or stability selection
[67] could improve the sparsity of the coefficient vector. Instead of the
network fusion term, regularizations such as hierarchical feature regres-
sion [68], regularized k-means clustering [69] or group LASSO [70] can be
used to incorporate term-term relations and may exhibit more desirable
statistical properties, such as stronger robustness to noise, smaller sample
size requirements and faster convergence of the optimizer. Due to these
regularization terms, it is not immediately possible to compute confidence
intervals for each entry of the estimated coefficient vector. The de-biased
LASSO approach [71] can be explored to get a better understanding of the
uncertainty involved in the enrichment computation.

Finally, while there have been programming language specific efforts to
standardize gene set enrichment benchmarking workflows [72], no widely
accepted consensus has been found. The benchmarking workflow we im-
plement is written in the workflow management system Snakemake [73]
and thus allows easy integration of additional tools as well as reproducible
execution on different back ends. We thus hope that other enrichment
tools can use a similar approach to enable comparative benchmarks of new
methodologies.

data availability

The code used to construct the synthetic data sets is available as part of
the R/Bioconductor software package pareg. The experimental data used in
the exploratory analysis is available as GSE62944 on the Gene Expression
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Omnibus. The pathway database has been obtained from the Gene Ontology
resource.

code availability

The method pareg is freely available as an R package on Bioconductor
(https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/pareg.html)
as well as on https://github.com/cbg-ethz/pareg. The GitHub repository
also contains the Snakemake [73] workflows needed to reproduce all results
presented here.
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Figure 3.3: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for noise
level η = 0.
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Figure 3.4: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for noise
level η = 0.25.
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Figure 3.5: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for noise
level η = 0.5.
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Figure 3.6: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for similar-
ity factor ρ = 0.
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Figure 3.7: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for similar-
ity factor ρ = 0.5.
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Figure 3.8: Precision-Recall (PR) curves aggregated over all replicates for similar-
ity factor ρ = 1.
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Figure 3.9: Term network for pareg without network regularization with same
parameters as in fig. 3.2b except for also including isolated terms.
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Figure 3.10: Term network for FET with same parameters as in fig. 3.2b except for
also including isolated terms. The enrichment score is the negative
decadic logarithm of the p-value.
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T H E N E X T G E N E R AT I O N O F V- P I P E : T O WA R D S
S U S TA I N A B L E D ATA P R O C E S S I N G W O R K F L O W S

The large amount of diverse viral sequencing data sets generated by next-
generation sequencing technologies poses a set of challenges for computa-
tional workflows. These challenges include the need for stringent quality
control of sequencing reads, the ability to adapt the processing workflow
to more samples with higher coverage and the possibility to adapt single
steps of the workflow to application-specific needs. Such setups enable the
analysis of viral diversity which is important in epidemiological and clinical
settings.

Here, we show how V-pipe, a pipeline designed for analysing next-
generation sequencing data of short viral genomes, has been extended
to become more reproducible, adaptable and transparent. We demon-
strate its ability to process hundreds of thousands of samples using high-
performance computing environments, how automated testing and software
deployment allows for rapid propagation of new releases to end-users and,
finally, how these developments bring V-pipe closer to being a sustainable
data processing workflow. One of V-pipe’s core functionalities is the esti-
mation of viral diversity which can be computed as global haplotypes, i.e.,
genome-length assemblies of all strains occurring in a sample. As this is
still an unsolved problem with many existing approaches, we conduct a
benchmark study of global haplotype reconstruction methods. We apply a
set of global haplotype reconstruction methods to both synthetic and real
data sets with varying parameters, to highlight how each method’s perfor-
mance depends on the biological setting it is applied to. The focus of this
benchmark workflow is to make it easy to add additional methods and data
sets in the future, in order to make a continuously ongoing benchmarking
effort possible.

The author’s contributions to the following manuscript were the devel-
opment of new V-pipe features related to functionality and surrounding
infrastructure, discussions on how to best advertise V-pipe to the scien-
tific community, helping with public V-pipe tutorials and user support
requests. In addition, they designed and implemented the global haplotype
reconstruction benchmark.
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introduction

Since the advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, large
amounts of RNA-sequencing data are being generated which can no longer
be easily analyzed on personal computers [1]. As this availability of high-
coverage data sets brings interesting research opportunities but also com-
putational challenges, many new processing and analysis tools are being
developed.

In particular, new possibilities of characterizing viral variants and ana-
lyzing the genetic diversity of viral sequencing samples have emerged [2,
3]. While inter-host variability describes how viral strains differ between
separate hosts and can be used, for example, to build phylogenetic trees,
intra-host variability measures the diversity of viral strains within a single
host, provides adaptive advantages for the virus and is thus especially rele-
vant to understanding infectious dynamics and treatment options [4, 5]. The
viral strains observed in a single host are referred to as the set of haplotypes.
They can be measured as local haplotypes, where mutations co-occurring at
genomic distances up to a single read length are analyzed together to better
differentiate between true mutations and technical errors. Due to improved
sequencing error rates and higher coverage, it is also possible to recover
low-frequency haplotypes at full genome length, a process called global
haplotype reconstruction. This is more complicated as multiple reads need
to be merged together to cover a whole genome, but also provides a better
measure of viral diversity [6].

There are various issues which typically arise when applying computa-
tional methods for the reconstruction of global haplotypes to large data sets
and sharing the results afterwards. As these tools are written in various
programming languages (Python, R, Perl, C, C++, Java, Rust, . . . ), installing
them on different machines requires setting up multiple, potentially con-
flicting software environments. Due to the complexity of the data, these
tools are usually executed as part of a processing workflow which takes
care of data retrieval, quality control, running the method and visualizing
the results. In such cases it is difficult to organize the workflow in a re-
producible way which can be easily understood by others and is quickly
adapted to novel research settings. As the methodologies and data sources
can be heterogeneous, understanding the performance of each tool and
benchmarking them in a realistic way is difficult. As a consequence, it is
important to provide data analysis procedures as publicly available work-
flows implemented in proper workflow management systems and use tools
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which have been benchmarked appropriately. This approach also facilitates
the continuous re-evaluation of the benchmarking workflow with new and
updated parameter settings. This is needed as new methods are being
developed which have to be compared to already existing ones, new test
data sets become available either synthetically with new simulation setups
or real with new experimental setups, and completely new application do-
mains can appear which requires an adaption of the existing benchmarking
workflow.

Various workflows have been proposed which try to accomplish these
goals. ViralFlow is a workflow to analyze SARS-CoV-2 Illumina amplicon
sequencing data [7]. While it is able to scale from personal computers to
high-performance clusters, it is not easily possible to extend the workflow
to, for example, analyses other types of viruses or include different tools. [8]
presents a benchmarking workflow which compares several haplotype
caller methods on several parameter settings, including mutation rates and
samples sizes. However, as before, it is not easily possible to extend this
workflow with new methods and data sets.

V-pipe is a pipeline designed for analyzing NGS data of short viral
genomes [9]. It combines multiple tools related to quality control, sequence
alignment, consensus sequence assembly, haplotype calling, result visual-
ization and publication into an easy to execute workflow. In particular, it
started to address the aforementioned issues by implementing the workflow
in Snakemake [10]. However, due to a deprecated cluster integration system
and HIV-specific organization of the workflow structure, it was difficult to
scale up to diverse, large-scale data sets. The diversity comes from the need
to apply such analysis workflows to different types of viruses. The onset of
the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has shown that such requirements can quickly
appear and are important to public health. In addition, the sequencing sam-
ples can come from diverse sources, such as clinical or wastewater settings
and can thus require application-specific processing steps which need to
be supported in the same workflow. Another influence of the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic is that a substantial increase in sequencing capacities has led to
unprecedentedly large numbers of samples becoming publicly available.
Analysis workflows need to be able to handle such large amounts of data
in order to be beneficial to public health and epidemiological advances.

Here, we propose a substantial rewrite of V-pipe which significantly
improves the workflow’s ability to perform sustainable data analysis as
outlined in [10]. Reaching sustainability includes improved reproducibility,
scalability, adaptability and readability of the workflow. We highlight which
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improvements have been implemented to achieve these properties and
describe how they have been applied to large-scale analysis projects. In
particular, we show how rewriting the workflow in a more efficient way
enables it to process hundreds of thousands of samples, how automated
source code testing makes it possible to quickly make new functionalities
and bug fixes available to end-users and how its modular design allows
to quickly implement application-specific features. Finally, we show how
one of V-pipe’s core functionalities, the estimation of viral diversity using
global haplotypes, is still an unsolved problem where many computational
approaches exist. We conduct an extensive benchmark study where we
apply a set of global haplotype reconstruction methods to both synthetic
and real data sets in order to highlight in which settings current methods
fail to estimate the set of true haplotypes. We implement this benchmark
workflow such that it is easily possible to add new methods and test data
sets. This enables an ongoing benchmarking effort which can quickly adapt
to future developments and ensures that V-pipe employs state-of-the-art
viral diversity estimation methods.

methods

Global haplotype reconstruction benchmark

generation of synthetic data sets . The synthetic data sets are
generated in two steps, first, viral haplotype populations are generated,
in the second steps reads are simulated (fig. 4.1). If no master sequence is
provided by the user, it is generated by drawing bases uniformly at random
for each position based on the user-provided genome length. The bench-
marking framework includes options to simulate haplotype populations
based on a mutation rate or pairwise distances.

In the case of haplotype generation based on mutation rates, substitutions,
deletions and insertions are introduced into the master sequence based on
the user-specified rates µ. This follows the coalescent model assumptions.
The frequency composition of those haplotypes in the population is derived
from haplotype frequencies f = ( f1, ..., fK) inputted by the user. This
method generates haplotype populations that have a star-like phylogeny.
These simulation settings allow testing the reconstruction limits of the
different methods.

In the case of haplotype generation by pairwise distances, we simulate
hierarchical relationships among the haplotypes by generating two groups
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of closely related haplotypes that share a common ancestor. First, using
the user-specified between-group pairwise distance d12 two haplotypes are
generated from the master sequence. Second, for each haplotype, child-
haplotypes are generated by introducing mutations based on the respective
within-group pairwise distance (d1 and d2 respectively) and group size (n1
and n2 respectively). The frequency distribution of the generated haplo-
types is obtained from a geometric series with a given ratio (default: 0.75,
this results in a few high-frequency and many low-frequency haplotypes
being present) or drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with user-povided
concentration parameters αi. Given a user-specified per-position coverage
and read length, paired-end reads are simulated in shotgun-mode using
ART Illumina read simulator [11].

inclusion of real data sets . In addition to synthetic data sets
where the ground truth is known but the degree of realism can be debated,
real data sets are included in the benchmark. We test the global haplotype
reconstruction methods on sequencing reads from the 5-virus-mix [6]. It
provides Illumina MiSeq reads for a mixture of the five HIV-1 strains
HXB2, 89.6, JR-CSF, NL4-3 and YU-2 and thus gives an estimate of ground
truth which can be used in the performance evaluation. The benchmark
is designed to make the addition of further real data sets easily possible.
In the benchmark study we test the performance of the global haplotype
reconstruction methods with the 5-virus-mix at the read subsampling levels
1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25.

performance evaluation. To evaluate the performance of each
method in the global haplotype reconstruction benchmark, we compute
precision and recall scores for the recovery of ground truth global haplo-
types for each method in each condition. To do so, we consider the ground
truth set of haplotype sequences and the set of sequences produces by a
method. For each predicted sequence, we check if there exists a ground
truth sequence with a relative edit distance below a predefined threshold γ.
We define the relative edit distance EDrel as

EDrel =
ED

max(Lpred, Ltrue)
(4.1)

where ED is the edit distance between a predicted and ground truth hap-
lotype which have lengths Lpred and Ltrue respectively. If yes, this counts
as a true positive, otherwise as a false positive. To compute the number
of false negatives, we iterate over all ground truth sequences. If a ground
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Figure 4.1: Workflow for the performance evaluation of global haplotype recon-
struction methods: 1. Generation of haplotype population based on
user input, 2. Simulation of paired-end Illumina sequencing reads, 3.
Run global haplotype reconstruction methods, 4. Performance evalu-
ation.
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truth sequence has no matching, i.e., relative edit distance below a certain
threshold, predicted sequence we count a false negative. From this, we
compute precision as TP/(TP + FP) and recall as TP/(TP + FN). We use
γ = 0.01 as the relative edit distance threshold in the benchmark study.

Two-dimensional embeddings of haplotype sequences are generated
by applying multidimensional scaling with precomputed edit distances
between all sequences.

We use MetaQUAST to compute measures of assembly quality for the
reconstructed haplotypes [12]. In particular, we compute the N50 score
which, in this context, equals the length of the shortest haplotype which
together with all larger haplotypes, covers at least half the genome.

results

V-pipe is a bioinformatics workflow which combines various tools for
analyzing viral NGS data. It focuses on estimating the viral diversity of
samples at SNP, local haplotype, and global haplotype levels. In addition,
it provides many helpful components for pre- and post-processing the
generated data by, for example, conducting automated quality control tests
or generating interactive result visualizations.

In the following, we will describe how we have extended V-pipe to
become a more sustainable data processing workflow, applied it to large-
scale projects and conducted a global haplotype reconstruction benchmark.

Towards sustainability

In order to enable sustainable data analysis using V-pipe, we follow the
hierarchy of sustainability proposed in [10] and extend the workflow to
make it more reproducible, adaptable and transparent. It has been widely
recognized that this is crucial to scientific progress but often lacking in
current literature [13, 14].

Reproducibility allows other researchers to execute an existing work-
flow and obtain the exact same results as the original workflow authors.
To achieve this goal, we make the workflow more portable between dif-
ferent computing architectures by defining all software dependencies in
Conda environments. That way, it can be executed without complicated,
manual installation procedures. We reach better scalability by using effi-
cient programming techniques to execute jobs on the cluster, specifying
cluster resources dynamically such that they can be adapted to specific
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data requirements which both help with deploying the workflow on new
cluster environments, validating user configuration files using jsonschema
in order to catch potential runtime errors during startup and provide sen-
sible default values, splitting tasks which were previously performed in a
single, centralized job over multiple compute nodes and computing var-
ious summary statistics in a per-sample distributed fashion in order to
be able to scale up to the analysis of > 100, 000 samples. Furthermore, to
make large-scale analyses of public data sets easier, we have added an
input data retrieval functionality which requires a set of SRA accessions
[15] as input and automatically downloads all data files needed to run
the whole workflow. In addition, new scripts are made available which
facilitate the unattended mass-import of raw files as produced by Illumina’s
demultiplexing software into the structure that V-pipe expects as its input.
To automate quality control steps needed to assert the sensibility of input
data and produced results, we have added a component for frameshift
insertion/deletion (indel) checks to the workflow. It identifies frameshift
indels in the consensus sequence of the sample and reports a summary of
those which includes the read support, the gene region of the indel, as well
as if it is located in a homopolymeric region. This report helps to assess
the plausibility of the frameshift indels and is used, for example, to submit
SARS-CoV-2 sequences to GISAID [16]. GISAID requires a quality check of
those frameshifts before publishing new submissions. This allows for the
quick publication of newly generated sequences with less manual checks of
the alignments by the submitters and is helpful for public health initiatives
[17]. To standardize the consensus sequence generation and make V-pipe’s
results more comparable to other data processing workflows, we added a
workflow component to compute consensus sequences using BCFtools [18]
and trim primers from the alignment using iVar [19].

Adaptability refers to making it easy for other researchers to build upon
an existing workflow and extend it for their application- and domain-
specific needs. We have refactored V-pipe’s configuration setup in such
a way that the base configuration is virus-agnostic while virus-specific
settings (specific reference sequences, different alignment tools, etc.) can
be easily plugged in. This makes it possible to quickly adapt V-pipe to
novel viruses, such as, for instance, Influenza or Human Papilloma viruses,
without requiring complicated workflow changes as well as share virus
configurations with others to make collaborations easier. For example, we
provide HIV- and SARS-CoV-2-specific configuration setups which select
appropriate reference files, read alignment software and post-processing
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steps. It is easily possible to write such configuration files for other viruses in
the future. To make sure new features can be quickly added to the workflow
without compromising its correctness, we track the development using
git and run automated integration and unit tests using GitHub Actions
workflows on every commit submitted to the repository. We use small,
exemplary data sets from different viruses in our tests to make sure that
V-pipe is able to successfully run from start-to-end, and also explicitly test
specific parts of the workflow to ensure reliability of notoriously unstable
components. To help with common post-processing steps, we have added
scripts to assist the user with uploading generated consensus sequences
and compressed raw reads to databases as well as created interactive
visualizations which summarize cohort and sample-specific information.
This includes an alignment visualization which helps understand surprising
SNPs, a combined coverage and SNP plot which summarizes a sample’s
diversity, the display of a phylogenetic tree which puts the analyzed samples
into the context of a larger population, and links to other resources, such as,
for example, the ability to model and visualize the structure of genes and
their individual SNPs using SWISS-MODEL [20] with a single click. To help
with privacy concerns before publication of raw reads in databases like SRA,
we have added a component which depletes samples from all host, e.g.,
human, reads before preparing the compressed upload files. We have also
added the computation of various diversity measures. To assess the different
aspects of within-sample diversity, we included the most commonly used
indices [21], namely the position-wise Shannon Entropy, average Shannon
Entropy, mean mutation frequency, standard error of the mean mutation
frequency, sum of mutation frequency, population nucleotide diversity,
number of all mutations and mutation spectrum (e.g., the distribution
of mutation frequencies). Another way of measuring viral diversity is
the computation of global haplotypes. To show how to easily add new
software components achieving this goal, we added PredictHaplo [22] a
well-performing global haplotype reconstruction method as an example.

Transparency describes the ability of quickly understanding a given
workflow. We have rewritten V-pipe’s documentation as dynamic scripts
which allows testing them as part of the automated test suite mentioned
before and makes sure they always represent the latest release version and
do not contain outdated information. To allow users to quickly benefit from
new features as well as get new users quickly up and running, we provide
three deployment methods: 1) a Bash script which automatically creates the
required Conda environments, installs all dependencies and initializes a
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project structure, 2) the ability to use Snakemake’s snakedeploy tool to install
V-pipe, and 3) a Docker container [23] which is automatically generated for
every new release and for the master branch of the git repository.

Applications to large-scale projects

The effectiveness of the previously described improvements can observed
in the successful application of V-pipe to various large-scale projects.

Because of the automation that workflows like V-pipe provide, they
have been valuable tools to sequence large numbers of samples as part
of national pandemic surveillance programs. V-pipe has been successfully
applied as part of the Swiss SARS-CoV-2 Sequencing Consortium [24] and
has provided a substantial part of the data in the national surveillance
efforts [25, 26].

One of the successful applications of V-pipe has been the surveillance of
viruses through the sequencing of wastewater. This category of samples
contains mixtures of multiple viral sub-variants and workflows targeting
diversity analysis are prime candidates for handling them. V-pipe was used
to analyze the sequencing data which was used in the subsequent statistical
modeling. In particular, the spread of SARS-CoV-2 has been monitored this
way [27], and the surveillance of wastewater has enabled early detection of
new variants such as Omicron B.1.1.529 [28].

The unprecedented availability of sequencing data from clinical SARS-
CoV-2 samples and associated meta-data makes global analyses of diversity
patterns very interesting [29]. V-pipe was used to process sequencing data
and compute diversity measures.

Global haplotype reconstruction benchmark

One core functionality of V-pipe is the estimation of viral diversity. While
this diversity can be measures in many ways, the reconstruction of global
haplotypes recovers viral strains of whole genome length and is thus
especially interesting for analyzing viral samples and, for instance, char-
acterizing the contained virus population. However, at the same time, this
reconstruction is experimentally and computationally challenging [30].

In order to better understand which global haplotype reconstruction
methods are best suited for inclusion into V-pipe and application to contem-
porary research questions, we create a Snakemake based workflow as part
of V-pipe which automatically applies a set of global haplotype reconstruc-
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tion tools to various synthetic and real data sets, computes their respective
performances and summarizes the results. We note that adding new tools
and new data sets to this benchmark is very easy and only requires the
addition of a single file and no further modifications of the workflow. This
also supports the goal of making V-pipe a sustainable workflow, as robustly
benchmarking included software components makes the workflow more
adaptable to new data sets and its results more reliable.

In this benchmark study, we generate two synthetic data sets and use one
real data set. In the first synthetic data set, we consider a genome of length
10000 with reads of length 200. We then generate two groups of haplotypes
such that group one has size n1 = 5 and group two has size n2 = 5, the
sequence distance within group one is d1 = 50, the sequence distance
within group two is d2 = 20, and the sequence distance between the two
groups is d12 = 200. We vary the coverage at 500, 1000, 5000, 10000 in order
to investigate how well the methods are able to recover low-frequency
haplotypes as the coverage decreases. In the second synthetic data set, we
consider a genome of length 10000 with reads of length 200 at a constant
coverage of 1000. We then use the six haplotype population parameter
settings n1 = 5, n2 = 5, d12 = 200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20, n1 = 5, n2 = 5, d12 =
400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100, n1 = 10, n2 = 20, d12 = 200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20,
n1 = 10, n2 = 20, d12 = 400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100, n1 = 5, n2 = 50, d12 =
200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20 and n1 = 5, n2 = 50, d12 = 400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100
in order to investigate how well the methods are able to recover different
types of haplotype populations with different diversity levels. For the real
data set, we use the 5-virus-mix which contains the HIV-1 strains HXB2,
89.6, JR-CSF, NL4-3 and YU-2.

We consider all methods discussed in [30] for which a Conda package
is available. They are aBayesQR [31], CliqueSNV [32], HaploClique [33],
HaploConduct [34], PEHaplo [35], PredictHaplo [22], QuasiRecomb [36],
and RegressHaplo [37]. From the benchmark study we exclude aBayesQR
because the program fails to parse the input sequencing reads, PEHaplo
because it fails execution during the result assembly, QuasiRecomb as it
terminates during startup and Regresshaplo because not all dependencies
of its conda package are available.

The remaining tools are HaploConduct, HaploClique, PredictHaplo and
CliqueSNV which are all reference-based global haplotype reconstruction
methods. This means that they rely on the existence of a viral reference
sequence which is similar to the haplotypes expected to occur. The input
reads are then typically mapped against this reference sequence which
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makes reconstructing global haplotypes easier, because read positions rela-
tive to the genome are available, but also introduces a bias, as haplotypes
which are dissimilar to the reference might not be captured. For the real
data set, we exclude HaploClique because it needed more than 50GB of
memory to run.

For the case of constant haplotype population parameters and varying
coverage, we observe that PredictHaplo achieves a precision of 1 in all cases,
CliqueSNV stays around 0.6 with a slight increase with larger coverage,
while HaploClique and HaploConduct show a precision of 0 (fig. 4.2a). This
indicates that all hapotypes predicted by PredictHaplo are correct accord-
ing to a relative edit distance threshold of γ = 0.01, while all sequences
predicted by HaploClique and HaploConduct are incorrect. We observe
that CliqueSNV features the highest recall of 0.64 which remains constant
over all coverage values (fig. 4.2b). PredictHaplo’s recall is 0.1 for the
lowest coverage of 500 and increases up to 0.3 for the highest coverage of
10000. HaploClique and HaploConduct do not recover any true haplotypes
and have a recall of 0 in all cases. Consequently, the recall performance of
graph-based methods such as CliqueSNV is less dependent on the coverage
level when compared to a probabilistic method such as PredictHaplo. As
expected from these precision and recall metrics, CliqueSNV and Predic-
tHaplo feature N50 scores of the full genome length of 10000 indicating that
all their reconstructed haplotypes cover the whole genome for the whole
range of coverage values (fig. 4.2c). In contrast, haplotypes reconstructed by
HaploClique and HaploConduct do not even cover a quarter of the whole
genome. We see that CliqueSNV consistently requires the least amount of
time to run, while PredictHaplo needs over an hour for the highest cov-
erage (fig. 4.2d). An exemplary overview of a single reconstruction result
visualized using multi-dimensional scaling with edit distances between
sequences can be seen in fig. 4.2e. The two ground truth haplotype clusters
features 5 sequences each. PredictHaplo recovers a single haplotype for
each of the clusters, while CliqueSNV finds multiple haplotypes for one of
the clusters but none for the other. This recapitulates the higher recall of
CliqueSNV compared to PredictHaplo.

When keeping the coverage constant and varying the haplotype popula-
tion parameters, we again observe perfect precision of 1 for PredictHaplo,
precision values from below 0.6 up to 1 for CliqueSNV and precision of
0 for HaploClique and HaploConduct in all cases (fig. 4.3a). CliqueSNV’s
precision is lowest small group sizes (n1 = 5) as it tends to overestimate
the number of haplotypes in such cases. In all cases except for two small
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(a) Precision metric where each point corre-
sponds to a replicate.
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excluded due to their poor performance.

Figure 4.2: Performance overview for haplotype population generated with pa-
rameter setting n1 = 5, n2 = 5, d12 = 200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20 and
varying coverage 500, 1000, 5000, 10000.
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haplotype groups n1 = n2 = 5 and large inter-group sequence distances of
d12 = 400, CliqueSNV features a larger recall than PredictHaplo (fig. 4.3b).
Both CliqueSNV and PredictHaplo get their highest recall for similar group
sizes with n1 = n2 = 5 and their lowest recall dissimilar group sizes such as
n1 = 5, n2 = 50. This indicates that both tools are not able to appropriately
deal with haplotype populations which consist of multiple groups with
imbalanced sizes. CliqueSNV’s generally higher recall than PredictHaplo’s,
as before, is due to CliqueSNV estimating a larger amount of haplotypes
than PredictHaplo. HaploClique and HaploConduct remain at a recall of
0. The N50 score looks similar to before, CliqueSNV and PredichtHaplo
cover the whole genome while HaploClique and HaploConduct do not
even reach a quarter of it (fig. 4.3c). The run time of all methods remains
roughly the same over all parameter settings with PredictHaplo taking the
longest in all cases with slightly more than 10 minutes per run (fig. 4.3d).
In one particular example, we now observe that PredictHaplo predicts
a single haplotype per cluster while CliqueSNV finds multiple ones per
cluster (fig. 4.3e). In addition, CliqueSNV identifies a single haplotype not
belonging to any of the two clusters.

For the real data, we observe that precision and recall remain in the
range of 0.2− 0.4 over all subsampling fractions for PredictHaplo (figs. 4.4a
and 4.4b). CliqueSNV and HaploConduct mostly remain at 0 in both cases,
except for CliqueSNV which performs better in one of the replicates for a
subsampling fraction of 0.5.

As before, PredictHaplo’s and CliqueSNV’s reconstructions cover nearly
the whole genome while HaploConduct only reaches less than a fifth
(fig. 4.4c). In all cases the run time decreases due to the decreased coverage
with more subsampling (fig. 4.4d). PredictHaplo takes the longest with over
3 hours in the unsampled data set while CliqueSNV takes the least amount
of time in all cases. In one exemplary reconstruction case, both PredictHaplo
and CliqueSNV find the correct number of haplotypes but PredictHaplo’s
predictions are closer to the ground truth sequences (fig. 4.4e). This reca-
pitulates the precision and recall plots and highlights that when both tools
find the same correct number of haplotypes, PredictHaplo tends to be closer
to the ground truth.

In summary, we have shown that CliqueSNV had the least run time
in all three benchmark cases and the best recall performance in the two
synthetic data sets, while PredictHaplo shows better precision in the two
synthetic data sets. This can mostly be explained by CliqueSNV typically
recovering a larger amount of haplotypes than PredictHaplo. PredictHaplo
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(b) Recall metric where each point corresponds
to a replicate.
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(c) N50 metric where each point corresponds to
a replicate.
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Figure 4.3: Performance overview for haplotype population generated with vary-
ing parameter settings n1 = 5, n2 = 5, d12 = 200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20,
n1 = 5, n2 = 5, d12 = 400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100, n1 = 10, n2 = 20, d12 =
200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20, n1 = 10, n2 = 20, d12 = 400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100,
n1 = 5, n2 = 50, d12 = 200, d1 = 50, d2 = 20 and n1 = 5, n2 =
50, d12 = 400, d1 = 100, d2 = 100, and coverage 1000.
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(a) Precision metric where each point corre-
sponds to a replicate.
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(b) Recall metric where each point corresponds
to a replicate.
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Figure 4.4: Performance overview for haplotype population obtained from the
5-virus-mix with subsampling fractions 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.
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was better able to reconstruct global haplotypes with the real data set both
in terms of precision and recall. This could be due to PredictHaplo’s default
parameters being tuned to HIV-1 strains as they were used in its original
publication as well. In addition, we highlight the difficulty of reconstructing
global haplotypes in the presence of haplotype clusters of different sizes.
HaploClique and HaploConduct were generally not able to recover any
haplotypes.

conclusions

We have presented a substantial update of V-pipe, a pipeline designed
for analyzing next-generation sequencing data of short viral genomes,
with the aim of making it a more sustainable workflow. In particular, we
describe how we make it more reproducible by following Snakemake’s best-
practice guidelines, more adaptable by adding virus-specific configuration
files which can be quickly exchanged and more transparent by providing
automatically tested usage examples which are available online.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of these improvements by highlighting
two large-scale projects in which V-pipe was used to process many thou-
sands of samples over multiple years in an automated fashion. For example,
V-pipe is an integral part of the Swiss wastewater sequencing efforts.

One of V-pipe’s core functionalities is the estimation of viral diversity. A
very effective yet difficult to compute way of measuring viral diversity is
the reconstruction of global haplotypes from NGS data as they describe the
intra-host strain distribution at full length of the viral genome. We conduct
a benchmark study of current global haplotype reconstruction methods
in order to better understand the performance and limitations of current
methods. As this field is still quickly advancing and no solution generally
accepted as state-of-the-art has been found, we focus on making the addition
of new tools and test data sets to the workflow as straight-forward as
possible. Adding new methods is as easy as writing a single script which
defines how to execute the tool and how to install it from Conda. New data
sources can be either synthetic or derived from real experimental samples.
In the synthetic case, different haplotype evolution modeling assumptions
can be specified in a flexible way. Real data sources can be automatically
downloaded as part of the workflow and pre-processed, for example by
subsampling reads, specifically test interesting applications.

In summary, we have made it easier for V-pipe to be applied to more
samples by other researchers while keeping its execution robust and its
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workflow structure open to modifications. We have created a benchmark
for one of V-pipe’s core functionalities which can be continuously updated
when new methods and data sets appear.

In the future, we will extend V-pipe to support even more different kinds
of viruses, make it more robust to unpredictable failure points in cluster
environments and further improve interoperability with data providers and
consumers.
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5
C O N C L U S I O N S & O U T L O O K

In this work, we have presented two studies which develop novel methods
for detecting pathway dysregulations in diseases and a third study which
shows how proper workflow design can enable large-scale and sustainable
data analysis pipelines as well as be used to benchmark global haplotype
reconstruction methods.

The first method, dce, recognizes the difficulty of performing both causal
discovery and causal inference at the same time and replaces the discovery
part with prior information obtained from pathway network databases. As
input, it takes a pathway network structure and gene expression vectors
from two conditions to be compared. It produces a list of edge-specific
pathway perturbations caused by the disease condition compared to the
wild-type condition. We show that using a causal approach for modeling
these dysregulations outperforms more naive approaches and competing
tools in a synthetic benchmark. In an exploratory analysis of publicly avail-
able Breast cancer samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) we are
able to recover pathways which are already recognized in existing literature
and thus validate our approach, as well as identify previously unknown
pathway associations with different stages of Breast cancer progression
which pose putative treatment targets and suggest further experimental
validations. The presented method is general enough to not only apply to bi-
ological data, but to other data types as well. The method is freely available
as an R/Bioconductor package, well documented and can be easily used
by others. An interesting future direction would be to combine the prior
pathway network data with causal graphs estimated from observational
data. This could further improve the method’s performance, in particular
in cases where the assumed causal network has many incorrect or missing
edges. It would furthermore be interesting to investigate how to handle
biological networks with cycles, which violate the DAG assumption, in the
causal framework, for example, by interpreting the gene expression data in
a time series format. The regression approach could also be reconsidered in
order to make the optimization procedure more robust, especially for low
sample counts, or by introducing regularization terms.

The second method, pareg, produces a list of pathways associated with
a dysregulation score which allows to infer which pathway was most af-
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fected by a condition compared to another baseline condition. The method
takes a pathway database containing lists of genes and per-gene p-values
coming from a differential gene expression experiment as input. It for-
mulates the enrichment computation as a regularized regression where
the regularization terms are LASSO and a network fusion penalty. The
LASSO term ensures a sparse and interpretable set of enriched pathways,
while the network fusion penalty incorporates term-term relations into
the model and provides more robust enrichment measures in large and
redundant pathway databases. A synthetic benchmark is used to show
that pareg outperforms competing methods over a range of representative
simulation parameters and thus demonstrates the viability of the regular-
ized regression to include term-term relations. In an exploratory analysis,
pareg is applied to public Breast cancer samples from TCGA and is able to
recover dysregulated pathway clusters which both recapitulate literature
knowledge and suggest novel pathways. As before, the tool is freely avail-
able as an R/Bioconductor package, well documented and can be easily
used by others. Interesting next steps could include an augmentation of
the regression model by adding other regularization terms, for example,
the Elastic-Net term, using other pathway similarity measures based on
semantic similarities or protein-protein-interaction network embeddings,
and modeling the response variable with a beta-uniform-mixture which
has been shown to model p-value distributions more closely.

These two first studies investigated the detection of pathway dysreg-
ulations from two different perspectives. dce considered intra-pathway
dependencies while pareg considered inter-pathway dependencies. In the
first setting, the network structure induced by relations between genes in,
for example, signal transduction pathways, was modeled with a causal
framework and allowed to reduce the impact of confounding effects which
obscures the true biological signal. In the second setting, the network struc-
ture induced by relations between pathways, for example, due to shared
genes, was modeled with a regularized regression and allowed to reduce
the detrimental impact of large redundant pathway databases which makes
the estimation of enrichment scores more robust. In both cases, the run time
of the methods on data sets of realistic size, i.e., hundreds of edges and up
to thousands of samples for dce, and over a thousand of pathways and tens
of thousands of genes for pareg when running without cross-validation, was
less than 10 hours and thus feasible to run on personal computers. When
running pareg with cross-validation, the total run time depends on the reso-
lution of the parameter grid. As testing different regularization parameter
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combinations is easily parallelizable, this scales well on high-performance
computing clusters but can become prohibitive on personal machines. In
such cases, small parameter grids should be used.

In the third study, it is shown how the workflow management system
Snakemake can be used to create the workflow V-pipe which can process
hundreds of thousands of samples in a reproducible, understandable and
adaptable way. By following the latest workflow creation guidelines and
programming best practices, the execution of the workflow on different
underlying architectures, such as high-performance computing clusters,
is enabled, while keeping dependency versions constant. Extensive docu-
mentation and automated testing of the software stack ensure that other
scientists are always able to rely on them and use V-pipe to conduct their
own research. By clearly separating the components responsible for differ-
ent tasks in the data processing pipeline (e.g., quality control, alignment,
visualizations), it is made possible to exchange parts without having to
understand the whole workflow structure or to extend the workflow by
adding research-specific post-processing steps. Furthermore, it is shown
how this framework can be used to benchmark global haplotype reconstruc-
tion methods, a notoriously difficult task, in a rigorous way. The processing
of around 1,000 SARS-CoV-2 samples takes approximately 5 hours on a
high-performance computing cluster which is able to parallelize appropri-
ately. Due to this high workload, such large-scale analyses are not possible
on personal machines.

The three presented studies have made significant advances in their re-
spective fields of research. The first two by developing novel models for
detecting pathway dysregulations, and the third one by enabling large-scale
analyses of viral sequencing data. In all three cases, the sustainability of
the developed methods has been demonstrated by generating the results
from sustainable Snakemake workflows. As described in chapter 1, this
builds the basis for sustainable data science and is crucial to ensure the
correctness, longevity and generalizability of these results. In particular,
all workflows are well automated and can be executed with a single com-
mand (snakemake -prj1 --use-conda --profile lsf). The scalability is
ensured by providing runtime and memory resources for each workflow
component and using Snakemake cluster profiles which allow executing
the same workflow on different cluster environments by simply switching a
commandline parameter. The workflow is portable as each rule is associated
with a Conda environment which defines all software dependencies with
exact versions. Snakemake’s domain specific language, which is based on
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Python, makes the workflow readable, while having the statistical models
published as Bioconductor packages maintains high coding standards. The
benchmarking workflows employ parameter spaces to span many possible
configurations in a traceable way. Specifically, this means that model param-
eters are specified in an external file which is not hidden in the workflow
code, are prominently displayed during the execution of each workflow
component and are always accessible during inspection of the final results.
At the same time, documentation is provided in the form of web resources
for the workflows and dynamic R vignettes for the statistical packages.

As a consequence, the studies covered in this thesis are indeed repro-
ducible but also adaptable as well as transparent, and aim to be a work of
fully sustainable data science. They thus serve as an example that exciting
research, proper software engineering and workflow development are not
in conflict but actually benefit each other. This thesis hopefully convinces
the reader that conducting sustainable data science is very advantageous to
currently ongoing research as well as the whole scientific community in the
future, and well worth the small additional effort needed to achieve it.
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